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Oxbow Books is one of the world’s foremost publishers in archaeology publishing
over 70 titles a year written by leading academics and individual researchers from
around the world.

Radiocarbon and the Chronologies
of Ancient Egypt

Living with the Dead

Ancestor Worship and Mortuary Ritual in Ancient
Egypt

edited by Andrew J. Shortland & C. Bronk Ramsey

by Nicola Harrington

This volume presents the findings of a major international project on the
application of radiocarbon dating to the Egyptian historical chronology.
Researchers from the Universities of Oxford and Cranfield in the UK, along
with a team from France, Austria and Israel, radiocarbon dated more than 200
Egyptian objects made from plant material from museum collections from all
over the world. The results comprise an accurate scientifically based chronology
of the kings of ancient Egypt obtained by the radiocarbon analysis of short-lived
plant remains.
The research sheds light on one of the most important periods of Egyptian history
documenting the various rulers of Egypt’s Old, Middle and New Kingdoms.
Despite Egypt’s historical significance, in the past the dating of events has been
a contentious undertaking with Egyptologists relying on various chronologies
made up from archaeological and historical records. The radiocarbon dates nail
down a chronology that is broadly in line with previous estimates. However,
they do rule out some chronologies that have been put forward particularly in
the Old Kingdom, which is shown to be older than some scholars thought.
The research has implications for the whole region because the Egyptian
chronology anchors the timing of historical events in neighbouring areas
tied to the reign of particular Egyptian kings. The results will allow for more
historical comparisons to be made in countries like Libya and Sudan, which have
conducted radiocarbon dating techniques on places of archaeological interest
in the past.
PB, 192p, 80 b/w & col illus, 9781842175224, $96, 2013

Living with the Dead presents a detailed analysis of ancestor worship in Egypt,
using a diverse range of material, both archaeological and anthropological, to
examine the relationship between the living and the dead. Iconography and
terminology associated with the deceased reveal indistinct differences between
the blessedness and malevolence and that the potent spirit of the dead
required constant propitiation in the form of worship and offerings. A range
of evidence is presented for mortuary cults that were in operation throughout
Egyptian history and for the various places, such as the house, shrines, chapels
and tomb doorways, where the living could interact with the dead. The private
statue cult, where images of individuals were venerated as intermediaries
between people and the Gods is also discussed. Collective gatherings and ritual
feasting accompanied the burial rites with separate, mortuary banquets serving
to maintain ongoing ritual practices focusing on the deceased. Something of a
contradiction in attitudes is expressed in the evidence for tomb robbery, the
reuse of tombs and funerary equipment and the ways in which communities
dealt with the death and burial of children and others on the fringe of society.
Studies in Funerary Archaeology 6
PB, 208p, 75 col & b/w illus, 9781842174937, $76, 2012

Current Research in
Egyptology 2012

The Oasis Papers 6

edited by Luke McGarrity et al.

edited by C. A. Hope, R. S. Bagnall
& P. Davoli

Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Annual Symposium

12 papers include work on gender studies, analysis
of Egyptian festivals, revisiting of chronological
models, archaeological reanalysis of ancient
landscapes, as well as social, historical and linguistic
studies allowing a new appraisal of many aspects of
Egyptian culture and history.
PB, 9781782971566, $76, 2013
See our website for more volumes in this series

Crown of Arsinoë II

Proceedings of the Sixth
International Conference of
the Dakhleh Oasis Project

The Dakhleh Oasis Project is a long-term holistic
investigation of the evolution of human populations
in the changing environmental conditions of this
isolated region in the Western Desert of Egypt.
Dakhleh Oasis Project Monograph 15
HB, 512p, 9781842175248, $180, 2013
See our website for more volumes in this series

Stories from Ancient Egypt

Discussions in Egyptology 65

by Joyce A. Tyldesley with
illustrations by Julian Heath

edited by Maria Cannata

The Creation of an Image of
Authority
by Maria Nilsson

The Crown of Arsinoë II is a detailed study of a
unique crown that was created for the Ptolemaic
Egyptian Queen Arsinoë II which has important
conclusions for ancient Egyptian history.
PB, 272p, b/w & col illus, 9781842174920, $110,
2012

Old Kingdom, New
Perspectives

Egyptian Art and Archaeology
2750–2150 BC
edited by Nigel Strudwick
& Helen Strudwick

Some of the most interesting and entertaining
myths and legends from Ancient Egypt are given
a lively re-telling for children by Joyce Tyldesley.
These include stories about the gods, such as The
Creation of the World, Hathor and the Red Beer,
and the myths about Osiris, Isis and Horus.
PB, 112p, b/w illus, 9781842175057, $9.95, 2012

Issue 65 contains a range of articles on current
Egyptology issues as well as several book reviews.
Papers consider the Obsidian King’s Origins; aspects
of the office of Temple Gardner in Ancient Egypt; a
reconsideration of the recently published stela TN.
20.3.25.3 and more.
Discussions in Egyptology 65, PB, 9781842174913,
$80, 2012

Recent research on all aspects of the Old Kingdom in
Egypt is presented in this volume, ranging through
the Pyramid Texts, tomb architecture, ceramics,
scene choice and layout, field reports, cemetery
layout, tomb and temple statuary.
HB, 344p, b/w & col illus, 9781842174302, $120,
2011

Use discount code 563-13 to receive a 20% discount
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Central Zagros Archaeological Project: The
Earliest Neolithic of Iran

Ancient Iran and Its Neighbours

Archaeology of a Byzantine Megapolis

2008 Excavations at Sheikh-E Abad and Jani

edited by C. A. Petrie

edited by Roger Matthews, Wendy Matthews
& Yaghoub Mohammadifar

Over a period of several millennia, from the Late Pleistocene to the Early
Holocene (c. 13,000-7000 BC), communities in south-west Asia developed
from hunter-foragers to villager-farmers, bringing fundamental changes
in all aspects of life. These Neolithic developments took place over vast
chronological and geographical scales, with considerable regional variability in
specific trajectories of change. Two vital and consistent aspects of change were
a shift from mobile to sedentary lifestyles and increasingly intensive human
management of animal and plant resources, leading to full domestication
of particular species. Building on earlier campaigns of archaeological
investigation, the current phase of the Central Zagros Archaeological Project is
designed to explore these issues in one key region, the Zagros zone including
central west Iran. Two Early Neolithic mounds were excavated: Sheikh-e Abad
in the high Zagros and Jani, in the foothills of the Mesopotamian plains, each
comprising up to 10m depth of deposits indicating occupation spanning over
2000 years, and providing great scope for diachronic and spatial analyses.
These two sites make major contributions to knowledge regarding the origins
of sedentism and increasing resource management in Southwest Asia, and
associated developments in social, cultural and ritual practices in this formative
region of human cultural development.
CZAP Report 1
HB, 224p, b/w illus, 9781782972235, $80, NYP – due 2013

The fourth millennium BC was a critical period of socio-economic and political
transformation in the Iranian Plateau, witnessing the appearance of the world’s
earliest urban centres, hierarchical administrative structures, and writing systems.
20 papers illustrate forcefully how the re-evaluation of old excavation results,
combined with much new research, has dramatically expanded our knowledge
and understanding of local developments on the Iranian Plateau and of longrange interactions during the critical period of the fourth millennium BC.
The British Institute of Persian Studies Archaeological Monographs Series III
HB, 400p, b/w and col illus, 9781782972273, $120, NYP – due 2013

Constantinople

Archaeology of a Byzantine Megapolis
by Ken Dark & Ferudun Özgümüş

A major archaeological assessment of a key period in the development of this
historic city. It uses material evidence, contemporary developments in urban
archaeology and archaeological theory to explore over a thousand years of
the city’s development. Moving away from the scholarly emphasis on the
monumental core or city defences, the volume investigates the inter-mural
area between the fifth-century land walls and the Constantinian city wall – a
zone which encompasses half of the walled area but which has received little
archaeological attention.
HB, 297p, 9781782971719, $99.95, NYP – due 2013

The Neolithisation of Iran

Souvenirs and New Ideas

edited by Roger Matthews,
Hassan Fazeli Nashli
& Yaghoub Mohammadifar

edited by Diane Fortenberry

Persia’s Imperial Power in
Late Antiquity
The Great Wall of Gorgan
& Frontier Landscapes of
Sasanian Iran

by E. Sauer, T. J. Wilkinson,
H. Omrani Rekavandi & J. Nokandeh

The period c. 10,000–5000 BC witnessed fundamental
changes in the human condition with societies
across the Fertile Crescent shifting their alignment
from millennia-old practices of seasonally mobile
hunting and foraging to year-round sedentism, plant
cultivation and animal herding.
British Association for Near Eastern Archaeology
PB, 272p, 9781782971900, $75, NYP – due 2013

Nishapur Revisited
Stratigraphy and Ceramics
of the Qohandez
by Rocco Rante & Annabelle
Collinet

During the 18th and 19th centuries, many
travellers aimed to record their travels through
Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Levant and Turkey by
collecting souvenirs and mementos of places they
had visited. This book explores the human desire
to retain the memory of a foreign journey, studying
the collections gathered from the travels of intrepid
female solo voyagers to European royalty.
PB, 200p, 9781842178157, $50, NYP – due 2013

Ancient Irrigation Systems of
the Aral Sea Area
The History Origin &
Development of Irrigated
Agriculture
by B. V. Adrianov, M. Tosi
& S. Mantellini

Nishapur in eastern Iran was an important Silk
Road city, its position providing links to central Asia
and China, Afghanistan and India, the Persian Gulf
and the west. An introduction to the site details
the Irano-French excavation reported here as
well as information on the former American and
Iranian excavations. The focus of this book is the
stratigraphy and the pottery of the site.
HB, 144p, 105 col illus, 9781842174944, $80, 2013

Ancient Irrigation Systems in the Aral Sea Area,
is the English translation of Boris Vasilevich
Andrianov’s work, Drevnie orositelnye sistemy
priaralya, concerning the study of ancient
irrigation systems and the settlement pattern in the
historical region of Khorezm, south of the Aral Sea
(Uzbekistan).
American School of Prehistoric Research Monograph
HB, 300p, 9781842173848, $35, NYP – due 2013

The Gorgan Wall stretches for over 200km through
northern Iran. Until recently, the majority opinion
attributed the wall to the Parthians (3rd century
BC - 3rd century AD). Scientific dating has now
established the wall was created in the 5th/6th
century AD by the Sasanians. This is a major study
of this significant monument.
British Institute of Persian Studies Monograph 2
HB, 800p, illus, 9781842175194, $150, 2013

Textile Production and
Consumption in the Ancient
Near East
Archaeology, Epigraphy,
Iconography

edited by M. Nosch, H. Koefoed
& E. Strand

In the past, textile production was a key part of
all ancient societies. The Ancient Near East stands
out in this respect with the overwhelming amount
of documentation both in terms of raw materials,
line of production, and the distribution of finished
products.
Ancient Textiles Series 12
HB, 200p, 8 col & 82 b/w illus,
9781842174890, $60, 2013

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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An Examination of Late
Assyrian Metalwork

Cyprus: An island culture

Eastern Mediterranean
Metallurgy in the Second
Millennium BC

Society and Social Relations
from the Bronze Age to the
Venetian Period

by John Curtis

Edited by Vasiliki Kassianidou
& George Papasavvas

edited by Artemis Georgiou

This volume makes available for the first time a
vast amount of previously unpublished metalwork,
much of it from the Assyrian capital city of Nimrud,
excavated first by Sir Henry Layard between
1845 and 1851 and then by the British School of
Archaeology in Iraq between 1949 and 1963.
HB, 330p, 9781842175071, $96, 2012

17 papers, introduced by Edgar Peltenburg, present
the results of the latest research on aspects of
Cypriot archaeology from the Bronze Age to the
Venetian period including ancient landscape
settlement and society, cult and iconography.
HB, 256p, b/w illus, 9781842174401, $89.95, 2012

Dedicated to James D. Muhly, a distinguished
scholar with a special interest in ancient metallurgy
who focused much of his research to Cypriot
archaeology. This volume contains 23 papers
on metallurgy and metalwork in Cyprus and
surrounding areas. Also includes Minoan, Aegean,
Sardinia and the Near East.
HB, 304p, 154 b/w illus, 24 tables,
9781842174531, $120, 2012

Forces of Transformation

Living the Lunar Calendar

Calendars and Years II

The End of the Bronze Age in
the Mediterranean

edited by John M. Steele,
Jonathan Ben-Dov
& Wayne Horowitz

edited by John M. Steele

edited by Christoph Bachhuber
& Gareth Roberts

The volume is the first in nearly a decade to
focus a wide range of scholarship on one of the
most compelling periods in the antiquity of the
Mediterranean and Near East. It presents new
interpretive approaches and re-assessments of
high profile sites.
BANEA Monograph 1
PB, 236p, 149 illus, 9781842175033, $70, 2012

Lunar calendars suffer from an inherent uncertainty
in the length of each month and the number
of months in the year. This book examines how
ancient and medieval societies lived with these
uncertainties. Topics include administration,
festivals and record-keeping.
PB, 350p, 9781842174814, $60, 2012

Pilgrimage in Early Christian
Jordan

Interweaving Worlds

by Burton MacDonald

edited by Toby C. Wilkinson,
John Bennet & Susan Sherratt

A Literary and Archaeological
Guide

An interest in places of pilgrimage is very much
a part of the life of many people in the modern
world. This volume focuses on early Christian
pilgrimage in Jordan, the region east of the Jordan
River which has so far been little explored by
pilgrims and tourists to the Holy Land.
PB, 263p, 25 b/w & 64 col illus, 9780977409495,
$29.95, 2011

Knowledge is Light

Astronomy and Time in the
Ancient and Medieval World

Understanding the calendars used by ancient
and medieval cultures is essential to the writing
of history. Equally important, however, is
understanding the basis upon which our current
knowledge of these calendars rests. 6 papers
explore the preserved evidence and the role of
calendars in society.
PB, 176p, b/w illus, 9781842179871, $60, 2011

Dynamics of Neolithisation
in Europe

Systemic Interactions in
Eurasia, 7th to the 1st
Millennia BC

How do we understand the systemic interactions
that took place in and between different regions of
prehistoric Eurasia and their consequences on both
a theoretical and empirical basis? This book presents
diverse archaeological responses to this problem
and addresses the challenge of documenting,
explaining and understanding the progressively
more interwoven worlds of prehistoric Eurasia.
HB, 308p, col & b/w illus, 9781842179987, $110, 2011

Studies in honour of Andrew
Sherratt
edited by A. Hadjikoumis,
E. Robinson & S. Viner

Dynamics of Neolithisation examines the development
of early agriculture in Neolithic Europe, drawing on
the work of the late Professor Andrew Sherratt.
The essays in this volume examine such significant
factors as plant and animal domestication, social
organisation, the development of monumental
architecture, exchange and social identity and the
cultural transmission of technology.
HB, 208p, 9781842179994, $80, 2011

Textile Terminologies in
the Ancient Near East and
Mediterranean from the Third
to the First Millennnia BC

Travellers in the Near East
edited by Katherine Salahi

The Development of PreState Communities in the
Ancient Near East
Studies in Honour of Edgar
Peltenburg

edited by C. Michel
& Marie-Louise Nosch

For thousands of years travelers wandered to, and
spread out through, Egypt and the Near East, seeking
trade, adventure and knowledge. Travelers to – and
from – the Near East carried knowledge with them
and then carried home the new knowledge acquired
in the region. And knowledge, as the Arabic proverb
states, is light.
PB, 128p, 23 col & b/w illus,
9781842174487, $40, 2011

Written sources from the ancient Near East and
eastern Mediterranean, from the third to the first
millennia BC, provide a wealth of terms for textiles.
22 chapters offer the first comprehensive survey
of this important material, with special attention
to interconnections in textile terminology among
languages and cultures, across space and time.
Ancient Textiles Series 8
HB, 326p, 9781842179758, $60, 2010

edited by D. Bolger & L. C.
Maguire

This book considers the ways in which economy, crafts,
technology, and ritual were organized in Near Eastern
communities; the roles played by mortuary practices
and households in the structure and development
of ancient societies; and the importance of agency,
identity, ethnicity, gender, community and cultural
interaction for the rise of socio-economic complexity.
BANEA Monograph 2
HB, 256p, 79 b/w illus, 9781842174074, $76, 2010

Use discount code 563-13 to receive a 20% discount
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Ägypten und Levante XXI (21) 2011 /Egypt and the
Levant XXI (21) 2011

Die Synchronisierung der minoischen Alt- und
Neupalastzeit mit der ägyptischen Chronologie

Internationale Zeitschrift fur Agyptische Archaologie
und deren Nachbargebiete

by Felix Höflmayer

edited by Manfred Bietak

International Journal for Egyptian Archaeology and Related Disciplines with
articles from national and international scholars in the fields of Egyptology and
Near Eastern studies. Ägypten und Levante is a forum for scholarly articles and
topics on all aspects of Egypt and the Levant.
Internationale Zeitschrift fur Agyptische Archäologie und deren Nachbargebiete
PB, 317p, 9783700172321, $147, 2012

Absolute dates for the Minoan Old and New Palace Period are still under
discussion. This book discusses for the first time critically all archaeological
evidence from the Aegean, Egypt and the Levant for the chronological
synchronization between the Minoan Old and New Palace Period with the
historical Chronology of Egypt. Furthermore, all evidence from scientific
dating techniques, especially from radiocarbon dating, is being discussed and
compared to dating evidence derived from archaeology. German text.
PB, 9783700170655, $160, 2012

Das Isisgrab von Vulci

Handbook of Pottery of the Egyptian Middle
Kingdom

Eine Fundgruppe der Orientalisierenden Periode
Etruriens

Volume I: The Corpus Volume. Volume II: The Regional
Volume

by Friederike Bubenheimer-Erhart

by Robert Schiestl

This book presents the Egyptian components of the grave inventory of the
Etruscan necropolis of Vulci first found in February 1839. The finds now reside
in the British Museum. It illuminates in a unique way the intense cultural
contacts between the Etruscans and the peoples of the Aegean and the
eastern Mediterranean, especially the Ionians, Phoenicians and Egyptians in
the seventh century. Printed with support from the Fund for Scientific Research
(FWF). German text.
PB, 264p, 9783700165941, $102, 2013

Tell el-Dab`a VIII
by Manfred Bietak & David Aston

The Handbook of Pottery of the Egyptian Middle Kingdom is a comprehensive
typological study of Egyptian pottery produced in the period of the Middle
Kingdom (mid 11th to mid 13th Dynasty, appr. 2000–1700 BC) found in Egypt,
Nubia and the Levant. The Handbook is arranged in two volumes: Volume I, the
Corpus Volumes, is a typological study based on pottery shapes. Volume II, the
Regional Volume, discusses pottery in its site specific contexts.
Contributions to the Chronology of the Eastern Mediterranean 31
PB, 1539p, 2 vols, 9783700166078, $435, 2012

Egyptian -type Pottery
in the Late Bronze Age
Southern Levant

Bestattungsbrauchtum und
Friedhofsstruktur im Asasif

Eine Untersuchung der
spätzeitlichen Befunde anhand
der österreichischen Ausgrabungen in den Jahren 1969-1977

by Martin Mario

by Julia Budka

This volume deals with the so-called Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware - black vessels with incised decoration
- that are found throughout the Eastern Mediterranean regions. This volume is part of the Tell el-Dabca
excavation series, but it is more than a mere catalogue of the el-Dabca finds. It is a review of previous
research into this type of pottery. German text.
Untersuchungen der Zweigstelle Kairo des ÖAI 12
PB, 428p, 14 illus & 1 map, 9783700165903, $195, 2012

Cities and Urbanism in
Ancient Egypt
by Manfred Bietak, Ernst Cerny &
Irene Forstner-Muller

Papers from a 2006 workshop at the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Topics include the structure of specific building types, as well as the spacial and social
organization of settlements, entrance protection in
Nubian fortresses. There are diachronic studies of
sites, as well as analysis of specific stages in urban
development. English, French and German text.
PB, 328p, b/w illus, 9783700165910, $134, 2010

This volume presents a group of Late Bronze Age
(ca. 1500-1130 BCE; 18th-20th Egyptian Dynasties)
ceramics in the southern Levant that can be linked to
the Egyptian pottery tradition (imported and locally
produced). It should be of interest to scholars dealing with the Late Bronze Age in the Eastern Mediterranean in general, and with the Egyptian impact in
the southern Levant in particular.
PB, 400p, 9783700171362, $150, 2011

This volume presents the results of excavations
conducted in West Thebes (Luxor) by the Austrian
Archaeological Institute in collaboration with the
Institute for Egyptology of the University of Vienna,
fieldwork that was begun in the fall of 1969 in the
eastern part of Asasif. German text.
Untersuchungen der Zweigstelle Kairo des ÖAI 34
PB, 859p, 9783700166788, $309, 2010

Selbst- und Fremdwahrnehmung im Prozess kultureller
Transformation

Iranisches Personennamenbuch

Anatolische Quellen uber
Muslime, Christen und Turken
(13.-15. Jahrhundert)

Iranische Namen in Nebenueberlieferungen indogermanischer Namen. Band 5: Faszikel
5A

by Sevket Kucukhuseyin

by Schmitt Rudiger

It took centuries for Byzantine Anatolia to become
a predominantly Turkish and Muslim area. This
study contributes to a better understanding of this
complicated process, which remains insufficiently
explored. German text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 825
PB, 488p, 9783700170709, $96, 2011

The present volume offers a complete collection
and thorough interpretation of those personal
names of Greek literature from the Classical Period
(to Alexander the Great) which are of Iranian origin,
founds its ways into Greek from the Iranian or was
considered Iranian earlier. German text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 823
PB, 431p, 9783700171423, $84, 2011

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Geschichte Wassafs

Tell el-Daba XXIII

by Sibylle Wentker

by Tine Bagh

Deutsch übersetzt von Hammer-Purgstall. Band

Levantine Painted Ware from Egypt and the Levant

This volume presents the third of five sections of the Geschichte Wassafs
(Tarih-i Wassaf). In it, the author, araf ad-Din ‘Abd Allah b. Fadl Allah Allah
Wassaf describes the history of his home province of Fars and the Mongolian
rulers in Iran, whilst also dealing with neighboring dynasties. The third part of
his chronicle contains a description of the reigns of the Ilkhan Gaykhatu (12911295), Baydu (1295) and Ghazan (1295-1304), with long passages also being
devoted to the history of India and Egypt. German text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 827
PB, 366p, 9783700172048, $77, 2013

Levantine Painted Ware is one of the most distinctive types of pottery from the
Middle Bronze Age and a hallmark of the beginning of this period as it appears
almost exclusively in early Middle Bronze Age contexts at sites in the Levant. The
present Tell el-Dabca volume is a contribution to the understanding of the early
phase of the Middle Bronze Age Culture as well as one of the many pieces that
constitute the Tell el-Dabca puzzle.
Untersuchungen der Zweigstelle Kairo des ÖAI 37
PB, 338p, 9783700170617, $164, 2013

Preise, Löhne und Lebensstandard im safavidischen
Iran

Manfred Mayrhofer
Leben und Werk

Eine Untersuchung zu den Rechnungsbüchern
Wollebrand Geleynssen de Jonghs (1641-1643)

by Rudiger Schmitt

by Roman Siebertz

The time of the Safavids (1501-1722) is considered one of the most studied
periods in Iranian history but research has mainly focused on the political
history and the macroeconomics of the Safavid state, while its social history
is only just beginning to be explored. This book provides a profound and vivid
insight into the lives of ordinary people using statements from an employee of
the Dutch East India Company. German text.
PB, 143p, 9783700172635, $56, 2013

Painting Practices in White
Painted and White Slip
Wares
by Louise C. Maguire

Manfred Mayrhofer, emeritus professor of General and Indo-European
Linguistics at the University of Vienna, was one of the most important IndoEuropean and Indo-Iranian scholars of our time. Here Mayrhofer’s life and œuvre
is described and appreciated by his first pupil. The main part of the volume
is the complete list of Mayrhofer’s writings, sorted into monographs, articles,
reviews, and editorial as well as bibliographical activities; the last section
contains autobiographical items and literature about Mayrhofer. German text.
Iranische Onomastik 10
PB, 87p, 9783700172628, $28, 2012

Iranistische und
indogermanistische Beiträge
in Memoriam Jochem
Schindler (1944-1994)

Iranische Moderne in der
Bildenden Kunst
Der Bildhauer und Maler
Pawitz Tahavoli. Werk und
Bedeutung

edited by Velizar Sadovski &
David Stifter

This book represents a new departure from the
traditional analysis of Cyprian material culture; it
analyzes pottery decoration by looking at traces of
painting practices. It is evident from this study, that
the discovery of different brushstroke behavior across
the ware groups has an impact on current regional
and chronological interpretations.
Contributions to the Chronology of the Eastern
Mediterranean 33
PB, 130p, 9783700169963, $74, 2012

In the Midst of Jordan

The Jordan Valley during the
Middle Bronze Age (circa
2000-1500 BCE). Archaeological and Historical Correlates

This commemorative volume brings together the
conference proceedings of three commemorative
events in honor of the Corresponding Member of
the Austrian Academy of Sciences and Ordinary
Professor of Comparative Indo-European Linguistics
at the University of Vienna, SCHINDLER JOCHEM
(November 8, 1944 - December 24, 1994). German
text.
PB, 529p, 9783700166061, $103, 2012

by Gisela Fock

A history of Parviz Tanavoli, an artist who by the
1970s had become one of the most important
modern artists in Iran. He became especially
well known for his artistic work based on Iranian
folklore. Following the Islamic Revolution Tanavoli
has no longer been able to exhibit or work in Iran.
German text.
Veröffentlichungen zur Iranistik 59
PB, 399p, 9783700168003, $67, 2011

Under Two Lions

On the Knowledge of Persia
in the Republic of Venice
(ca. 1450-1797)
by Giorgio Rota

by Aren M. Maeir

A study of the archaeology and history of the Jordan
Valley of the Southern Levant (from Dan in the north
till the Dead Sea in the south) during the Middle Bronze
Age (ca. 2000-1500 BCE). The study summarizes a large
body of materials bringing together a variety of types
of finds and approaches, to form a coherent picture of
this region during this period.
Contributions to the Chronology of the Eastern
Mediterranean 36
PB, 298p, 9783700166023, $96, 2011

This deals with the relationship which existed in the
field of culture between Persia and the Republic
of Venice in a key period of their history, the years
1450-1797, when both the Republic and Persia found
themselves confronted with modernity. It shows the
potential results that can be achieved through an
interdisciplinary approach to the subject.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 793
PB, 80p, 9783700166580, $23, 2011

For more titles and to order
visit our website
www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Ägypten und Anatolien

Bactrian Personal Names

Politische, kulturelle und sprachliche Kontakte zwischen
dem Niltal und Kleinasien im 2. Jarhtausend v. Chr.

by Nicholas Sims-Williams

by Breyer Francis

Egypt and Anatolia is a history of the contact between pharonic Egypt and the
Hittite-Luwian world. It covers the Egyptian-Anatolian cultural contact for the
whole period of Hittite expansion and supremacy in the near east. With that
focus, this monograph closes a great gap in the study of the connections of
Egypt to its neighbors. First, not only is the contact between the two ancient
cultures thoroughly represented and analyzed, but also it is connected to a
modern cultural-studies oriented discourse. German text.
Contributions to the Chronology of the Eastern Mediterranean 25
PB, 638p, 9783700165934, $240, 2010

Bactrian was the principal language of administration in what is now
Afghanistan from the time of the Kushan empire until the early Islamic period.
In this comprehensive study, Nicholas Sims-Williams analyzes the etymology,
structure and meaning of personal names found in Batrian documents and
where possible identifies the persons who bore them. It will be of interest both
to specialists in onomastics and to linguists and historians concerned with the
languages and culture of pre-Islamic Afghanistan and neighboring regions.
Iranische Onomastik 7
PB, 199p, 9783700168416, $120, 2010

Geschichte Wassaf’s Band 2

Personal Names in Sogdian Sources

by Sibylle Wentker

by Pavel Borisovich Lurje

This is the second of the five volumes of the History of Wassaf. It contains the
history of the Salghurid atabegs of the Province of Fars from its origins until its
end with the death of Abis (Ibisch) Hatun and a description of the rule of Argun
Han, as well as the history of the atabegs of Lor, Yusufsah and his son Afrasiab
I. German text.
Veröffentlichungen zur Iranistik 58
PB, 279p, 9783700167884, $55, 2010

Geschichte Wassaf’s Band 1
by Sibylle Wentker

This volume continues the Middle Iranian portion of the Iranisches
Personennamenbuch. It deals with personal names attested in published texts
in the Sogdian language, an eastern Iranian vernacular which has come down
to us from texts composed between the first centuries CE and the 11th century
in the Sogdian heartland and along the route of the Great Silk Road, where
Sogdians traded and settled. German text.
Iranische Onomastik 8
PB, 527p, 9783700168386, $104, 2010

Indogermanistik

Apposition and Nominal
Classification in IndoEuropean and Beyond

Über Darstellungen und Einfuehrungen von den Anfängen
bis in die Gegenwart

by Olav Hackstein

by Manfred Mayrhofer

This is the first of five volumes of the History of
Wassaf. Originally published in 1856, the first volume
discusses the history of the Mongolian conquests of
the 13th century and leads up to the accession of the
throne of Argun, the fourth Il-Khan (683-689/12841291). German text.
Veröffentlichungen zur Iranistik 57
PB, 646p, 9783700167709, $131, 2010

This is an introduction to and history of German
studies of Indo-European. It covers work undertaken by Friedrich Schlegel (1808) and goes all the way
up to the present. It details the most notable works
in the field. German text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 787
PB, 83p, 9783700166030, $15, 2010

The present monograph examines appositional
collocations in older Indo-European languages. Part
One is devoted to unextended apposition and its
position in the noun phrase in Indo- European. Part
Two focuses on collocations consisting of numeral,
appositional determiner, and counted item.
German text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 798
PB, 78p, 9783700168034, $21, 2010

The Formation of Cyprus in
the 2nd Millennium BC

Bindenschild und
Sonnenlöwe

Iranisches Personennamenbuch, Bd. VII, Faszikel 5

Proceedings of a workshop
held at the 4th Cyprological
Congress May 2nd, 2008,
Lefkosia, Cyprus

Die Geschichte der
österreichisch-iranischen
Beziehungen bis zur
Gegenwart. Neuauflage
by Helmut Slaby

Noms propres syriaques
d’origine iranienne

by P. Gignoux, C. Jullien & F. Jullien

edited by Irmgard Hein

A history of the relationship between Austria and
Iran from more than 500 years ago to the present.
It is a reprint of a title that has been out of print for
some time but has not been surpassed by an equally
comprehensive study or even individual reports and
analyses. German text.
Veröffentlichungen zur Iranistik 42
PB, 430p, 9783700137948, $77, 201

Papers from 4th Cyprological Congress, 2008, are
published here. Many questions about the Middle
and Late Cypriot Bronze Age remain unanswered and
here detailed interpretation of material groups, of
local entities, of architecture, and of the distribution
of wares and fabrics, enhance our understanding
of Cypriot life and social development in the 2nd
Millennium B.C.
Denkschriften der Gesamtakademie 52
PB, 146p, 9783700165460 , $84, 2010

The collective work of three authors on Noms
propres syriaques d´origine iranienne is here published as a new fascicle of the Iranisches Personennamenbuch within a New Series called Iranische
Onomastik. The authors have collected all Syriac
anthroponyms for which Iranian origin could be
presumed. German and French text.
Sitzungsberichte der Phil.-Hist. Klasse 789
PB, 206p, 9783700165439, $57, 2010
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The British Museum publishes a wide range of academic titles which are the result
of research and scholarly study undertaken by the staff of the British Museum and
other leading academics

Egyptian Stelae in the British Museum from
the 13th - 17th Dynasties

Kom Firin II

The Urban Fabric and Landscape

Volume I, Fascicule I: Descriptions

by Neal Spencer

by M. Marée & D. Franke

The British Museum holds the largest collection of Middle Kingdom stelae
outside Egypt. This is the first full publication of the collection: the scenes
and inscriptions of each of the 42 stelae are described in detail, with textual
notes and explanatory diagrams. This is an outstanding work of scholarship by
unrivaled authorities in the field. The scenes and inscriptions of each of the
forty-two stelae are described in detail, with full translations, textual notes
and explanatory diagrams. Each catalog entry includes a wide-ranging general
commentary on phraseology, formulae and titles, on the importance of each
stela in its historical and social context, and on aspects of epigraphy and
iconography. Wherever possible, stela owners are identified and family trees
given.
HB, 288p, 48 b/w pls, 6 col pls, 9780714119878, $120, NYP – due late 2013

The second and final publication of the British Museum’s fieldwork at Kom
Firin, presenting key findings from the western Nile Delta, a little-explored yet
strategically important area of Egypt. Focusing on two principal areas of the
excavations, inside the north-eastern corner of the New Kingdom enclosure
and an area of Saite occupation, this new research publication offers a detailed
discussion of artefact assemblages, faunal remains, the ancient landscape and a
chapter on modern Kom Firin.
British Museum Research Publication 192
PB, 304p, 200 illus, 9780861591923, $90, NYP – due late 2013

Spells for Eternity

The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead
by John H. Taylor

For most ancient Egyptians, death was not an end; it was merely the entering
of a new phase of being. The way to eternal paradise, however, was littered
with obstacles, dangers and challenges, which could only be overcome with
magical spells. Collections of these, known today as the Book of the Dead, were
buried with the deceased to empower, protect and sustain him in the afterlife.
Including details of the finely painted vignettes, this visually stunning book takes
the reader on a remarkable journey from tomb to eternity.
PB, 128p, 100 col illus, 9780714119908, $19.95, 2010

Stones and Quarries in
Ancient Egypt

Kom Firin I

Food fit for
Pharaohs

The Ramesside Temple and
the Site Survey

by Rosmarie Klemm
& Dietrich Klemm

An Ancient Egyptian
Cookbook

by Neal Spencer

by Michelle BerriedaleJohnson

An important study not only of the geological
structure of Egypt and the mineral composition
of its rocks, but also of ancient Egyptian stone
quarries.
HB, 368p, 490 b/w & 96 col illus, 9780714123264,
$170, 2009

Catalogue of Terracottas in
the British Museum IV
Ptolemaic and Roman
Terracottas from Egypt

This is the first monograph on the British Museum
fieldwork at Kom Firin in Egypt’s Nile Delta, a
settlement created around the time of Ramses II, and
occupied until late Antiquity. This volume focuses on
the survey and remote sensing of the site, along with
a full publication of the Ramesside temple.
British Museum Research Publication 170
PB, 200p, 320 b/w & 16 col illus, 9780861591701,
$90, 2008

The great fertility of the Nile valley provided the
ancient Egyptians with a delicious and wholesome
diet ranging from staples such as bread and beer to
herbs and spices. Using these ingredients the British
Museum’s ‘chef du tempe perdu’ has created 35
recipes for dishes the pharaohs and their people
may have eaten, including soups, starters and
snacks, main dishes, desserts and baking.
PB, 64p, 20 col & 25 b/w pls, 9780714119847,
$9.95, 2008

The Painted
Tomb Chapel of
Nebamun

Books of Breathing and
Related Texts -Late Egyptian
Religious Texts in the British
Museum Vol.1

by Richard Parkinson

by Donald M. Bailey

by F. R. Herbin

This, the fourth in the British Museum’s series of
terracottas catalogues, features terracottas found
in Egypt and dating from the victory of Alexander in
332 BC and the succeeding Ptolemaic and Roman
periods until the Arab conquest in AD 641.
HB, 384p, 147p, b/w pls, 9780714122649, $240,
2008

Among the finest treasures of the British Museum
are eleven fragments of paintings from the tombchapel of the Egyptian official Nebamun, c.1350BC.
Since 1997, a program of conservation and research
has focused on these paintings, making possible their
publication in this superbly illustrated book.
PB, 152p, col pls, 9780714119793, $29.95, 2008

The British Museum’s collection of late hieratic
religious papyri, particularly those of the GraecoRoman period, is one of the most important in the
world, in terms both of its number and its diversity.
The papyri mainly comprise funerary texts laid
beside the deceased as guides in the underworld,
but also temple rituals, liturgies and texts of
magical inspiration.
HB, 384p, 240 b/w illus, 9780714119687, $190, 2008
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The British Museum publishes a wide range of academic titles which are the result
of research and scholarly study undertaken by the staff of the British Museum and
other leading academics

The Cyrus Cylinder and Ancient Persia

The Hajj

by John Curtis, Neil MacGregor & Irving Finkel

edited by Venetia Porter and Liana Saif

A New Beginning for the Middle East

The Cyrus Cylinder is one of the most famous objects to have survived from
the ancient world. The Cylinder was inscribed in Babylonian cuneiform on
the orders of the Persian King Cyrus the Great (559−530BC) after he captured
Babylon in 539BC. It is often referred to as the first bill of human rights as it
appears to permit freedom of worship throughout the Persian Empire and to
allow deported people to return to their homelands. It is valued by people all
around the world as a symbol of tolerance and respect for different peoples
and different faiths, so much so that a copy of the cylinder is on display in the
United Nations building in New York.
This catalogue is being published in conjunction with the first ever tour of the
object to the United States, along with sixteen other objects from the British
Museum’s collection. The book discusses how these objects demonstrate the
innovations initiated by Persian rule in the Ancient Near East (550 BC−331
BC), a prime example being a gold plaque from the Oxus Treasure with the
representation of a priest that shows the spread of the Zoroastrian religion.
The book offers a new authoritative translation of the Cyrus Cylinder by Irving
Finkel and the publication of two fragments of a cuneiform tablet that show
how the Cyrus Cylinder was most probably a proclamation and not just a
foundation deposit.
HB, 144p, 110 col illus, 9780714111872, $40, 2013

The Oxus Treasure
by John Curtis

Collected Essays

Following on the British Museum’s critically acclaimed exhibition Hajj: journey
to the heart of Islam, this volume provides over thirty papers on the history
and significance of the Hajj, spanning history, politics, archaeology, pilgrims’
journeys, art, architecture, photography and material culture. This is a major
multi-disciplinary study and a key reference work for anyone with an academic
or personal interest in the Hajj.
British Museum Research Publication 193
PB, 270p, 150 col & 48 b/w illus, 9780861591930, $80, NYP – due late 2013

Arabic and Persian Seals and Amulets
in the British Museum
by Robert G. Hoyland, Venetia Porter, Robert Hoyland
& Alexander Morton

This catalogue is the first on the outstanding collection of Arabic and Persian
seals and amulets in the British Museum, by a specialist in the field. The first
part focuses on the 638 Arabic, Persian and Indian seals covering material
from the 8th to the 20th century. The second part focuses on 170 amulets
in the collection preceded by an introduction to the subject. Research into
the engraving techniques is presented with analysis of the stones used.This
publication will be a standard work of reference for years to come.
British Museum Research Publication 160
PB, 196p, 9780861591602, $80, 2011 – reprinted in 2013

Shah Abbas

The Remaking of Iran
by Sheila R. Canby

In May 1880 Captain F.C. Burton, a British political officer in Afghanistan,
rescued a group of merchants who had been captured by bandits while traveling
between Kabul and Peshawar. With them was an impressive collection of gold
and silver objects dating back to the fifth and fourth centuries BC. With exciting
and descriptive insight placing the treasure into historical and cultural context,
this book takes a closer look at the individual wonders that make up the Oxus
Treasure.
PB, 63p, col illus, 9780714150796, $10, 2012

This richly illustrated book brings together an amazing array of treasures
that were given to Iran’s shrines during Shah ‘Abbas’s reign. It traces the
story of the Safavid dynasty (1501-1722), a period of dynamic religious and
political development in Iran. It investigates the context of Shah Abbas’s gifts
and renovations; it also explores how these shrines functioned in the early
seventeenth century and the ways in which practices and beliefs initiated under
the Safavids are reflected in the world-famous shrines at Mashhad and Qum
of today.
HB, 280p, 240 col illus, 9780714124568, $75, 2009

The Begram Hoard

Indian Ivories from Afghanistan
by St John Simpson

Carved in the 1st century AD, the Begram Hoard was discovered in the 1930s.
This spectacular collection probably represents the hoarded treasure of the
Kushan rulers and includes some of the most important antiquities ever
discovered in Afghanistan. Feared lost for many years, the ivories have been
recovered and restored to their former glory. This is their extraordinary story.
PB, 96p, 62 illus, 9780714111780, $15.95, 2011

For more titles and to order visit our
website
www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Franz Steiner Verlag
Hatra

Politics, Culture and Religion between Parthia
and Rome
edited by Lucinda Dirven

Hatra is the richest archaeological site in the Parthian Empire known to date
and has great potential for a better understanding of this enigmatic empire
and its relationship with Rome. After an introduction to this little known site,
seventeen contributions written by leading experts in the field provide the
reader with the latest insights into this important late-Parthian settlement.
They touch upon three themes. The first section, “Between Parthia and
Rome” contains three articles that discuss the relationship between Parthia
and Rome on the one hand, and Parthia and its vassal states on the other. The
seven contributions in “The City and its Remains” take the rich archaeological
evidence from Hatra as a starting point and use this to reconstruct the city’s
history. The third and final section “Culture and Religion on the Crossroads”
contains seven articles that are related to Hatra’s position between the two
great empires. Although most scholars agree that politically this city belonged
to the east, this by no means holds true for all aspects of its culture and
religion.
Oriens et Occidens 21
HB, 363p, 40 b/w photos, 38 b/w illus, 9783515104128, $89, 2013

Alttuerkische Handschriften, Teil 10
Buddhistische Erzähltexte
by Jens Wilkens

Franz Steiner Verlag is one of the leading publishers in the German language. Its
scope is vast including a number of titles on Egypt and the Middle East

The Social Dimension of Christian Missions in the
Middle East
Historical Studies of the 19th and 20th Centuries

edited by Norbert Friedrich, Uwe Kaminsky & Roland Loffler

Christian missions in the Middle East were and still are a highly sensitive topic.
This volume brings together some of the essential papers of a conference
dealing with questions of cultural, religious and social history in this field of
research. It contributes to the historiography of Christian missions, welfare
organizations, and Christian Churches in the Middle East. The book challenges
the predominantly Euro-centric depiction of the history of Christianity by
juxtaposing a transnational reading of Christian activism in the Orient.
Missionsgeschichtliches Archiv (MGAr) 16
PB, 252p, 9783515096560, $69, 2010

Die Akropolis von Perge in Pamphylien. Vom
Siedlungsplatz zur Akropolis
by Wolfram Martini

On the basis of the excavations from 1994-2008 at the Table Mountain north of
Perge, Wolfram Martini outlines the development of a small community into a
major settlement site in the Taurus mountains and the sea-lined landscape of the
Pamphylian flood plain. The substantial momentum of irregular development
was provided through contact with neighboring cultures in the West and the
East. Their importance for the expression of Pamphylian culture - despite the
limitations of material remains - is unmistakable. German text.
Sitzungsbericht der Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft an der Johann Wolfgang
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Main 48.1
PB, 95p, 9783515097024, $45, 2010

Arabische Handschriften

Reihe B. Teil 9. Arabische Handschriften der Bayerischen
Staatsbibliothek zu Muenchen unter Einschluss einiger
tuerkischer und persischer Handschriften. Band
edited by Florian Sobieroj

From a numerical perspective and in terms of its substantive meaning,
Buddhist narrative literature takes a special place amongst Old Turkic (Old
Uighur) manuscripts. This volume for the first time catalogs all published and
unpublished narrative texts under 455 catalog numbers, exclusive of block
prints, of the Berlin Turfan collection. The majority of the fragments can be
associated with the familiar story cycle Dasakarmapathavadanamala (garland
of legends which relate to the ten courses of action). German text.
Verzeichnis der Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland (VOHD) 13.18
HB, 389p, 9783515096669, $112, 2010

Der römische Kaiser und das Land am Nil

Kaiserverehrung und Kaiserkult in Alexandria und
Ägypten von Augustus bis Caracalla (30 v. Chr. - 217 n.
Chr.)

This catalog contains descriptions of 330 manuscripts from the Arabica archives
of the Bavarian State Library in Munich (Arabic signatures Cod. 1335-1664).
Individual Turkish manuscripts, such as No. 87 (Cod Arab. 1421) and No. 295
(Cod Arab. 1629), mistakenly classified under the Arabica, were also recorded.
In contrast to the Arabic manuscript catalogs VOHD XVII of the B series (volumes
1-3 and 5-6), the descriptions are not arranged according to content, but in the
order of their library signatures. German text.
Verzeichnis der Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland (VOHD) 17,B,9
HB, 565p, 9783515097741, $128, 2010

Images and Texts on the Artemidorus Papyrus
by Kai Brodersen

by Stefan Pfeiffer

Studies on the imperial cult in the Roman Empire are numerous, but the
important province of Egypt has so far remained a stepchild of the old historical
research. This volume offers both a chronological presentation and a systematic
analysis of the imperial cult of emperor worship in Roman Egypt from Augustus
to Caracalla. The author is interested in whether the ritual and non-ritual
worship of the emperor served to show the legitimacy of domination as well as
the creation of identity of the people. German text.
Historia - Einzelschriften 212
HB, 378p, 9783515096508, $101, 2010

The Artemidorus Papyrus (P. Artemid.), first published in 2008, is potentially
the most significant new discovery in recent years for a range of fields within
Classics: the history of drawing in the Greco-Roman world and more generally
issues in the history of art, the history of ancient mapping, and the history of
geographical writing in Hellenistic Egypt. Its spectacular and unprecedented
collection of images and texts has been the subject of lively and impassioned
debate.
HB, 171p, 9783515094269, $75, 2009
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philology, and history of early Near Eastern civilizations

Ancient Settlement Patterns and Cultures in
the Ram Hormuz Plain, Southwestern Iran

Early Megiddo on the East Slope (The
“Megiddo Stages”)

Excavations at Tall-e Geser and Regional Survey
in the Ram Hormuz Area

A Report on the Early Occupation of the East
Slope of Megiddo. Result of the Oriental
Institute’s Excavations, 1925-1933

by Abbas Alizadeh, Loghman Ahmadzadeh & Mehdi
Omidfar

After a decade-long hiatus in the years of World War II, archaeological fieldwork
was resumed in Iran in 1948. In that year, Donald McCown went to the lowlands
of southwestern Iran to conduct a series of surface surveys to find a multi-period
site for excavation. For his survey, McCown chose the Ram Hormuz region,
southeast of lowland Susiana and the region south and east of the provincial
town of Ahvaz down to the Persian Gulf. Apart from short articles, the site was
never fully published.
In Part 1 of this two-part volume, Abbas Alizadeh and colleagues have undertaken
a final publication of the site. This task was undertaken because of a number
of important considerations. First, the excavations at Geser have been cited as
justifying the division of the Uruk period in southwestern Iran into Early, Middle,
and Late phases. Second, Geser remains the only systematically excavated site
in the Ram Hormuz region. Third, Geser has produced a very extensive body
of archaeological materials dating to the comparatively less understood protoElamite period, roughly the first few centuries of the third millennium BC. And
finally, with the exception of a 700–800-year gap following the proto-Elamite
phase, Geser remains one of the only sites in the Near East to have a very long
and generally uninterrupted depositional sequence. Part 2 presents the results of
regional surveys conducted in the Ram Hormuz plain from 2005 to 2008, which
were undertaken with the goal of understanding the semi-nomadic, mobile
component of lowland Susiana and its hinterlands through time.
Oriental Institute Publications 140
HB, 150p, 20 tabs, 235 figs, 62 pls, 9781885923974, $75, NYP – due late 2013

The Assyrian Dictionary of
the OIP
edited by Martha T Roth

by Eliot Braun, David Ilan, Ofer Marder, Yael Braun &
Sariel Shalev

This report completes prior publications by Clarence S. Fisher (1929), P. L. O.
Guy (1931), Robert M. Engberg and Geoffrey M. Shipton (1934a), and P. L. O.
Guy and Robert M. Engberg (1938) on the earliest utilization and occupation
of the slope at the southeast base of the high mound of Megiddo (Tell elMutesellim). That area, labeled by the excavators the “East Slope,” and
identified by them in their notations as “ES,” was excavated by the Oriental
Institute between the years 1925, when work commenced, and 1933, when
the last of it was apparently cleared down to bedrock. While the primary focus
of this report is on Square U16 (an area of 25 × 25 m), where most of the
early remains (i.e., of the Early Bronze Age and earlier) excluding tombs were
encountered, this work also deals with the later remains within that same,
limited precinct.
Oriental Institute Publications 139
HB, 156p, 138 figs, 120 pls, 21 tabs, 9781885923981, $75, NYP – due late 2013

The Hittite Dictionary of
the Oriental Institute of
the University of Chicago,
Volume Š, fascicle 3

Picturing the Past

Imaging and Imagining the
Ancient Middle East
edited by Emily Teeter, Jack Green
& John A Larson

edited by H. G. Guterbock, Harry
A. Hoffner & T. P. J. van den Hout

A comprehensive dictionary of the various dialects
of Akkadian, the earliest known Semitic language
that was recorded on cuneiform texts that date
from c. 2400 B.C. to A.D. 100 which were recovered
from archaeological excavations of ancient Near
Eastern sites.
Complete set of 21 volumes, 9780918986054,
$2,005

This is the latest volume of the Hittite Dictionary
from the Oriental Institute.
Oriental Institute Publications 140
PB, 176p, 9781885923950, $25, 2013
Visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc for information
on other volumes of the dictionary.

This fully illustrated catalogue of essays,
descriptions, and commentary accompanies the
Oriental Institute special exhibit Picturing the Past:
Imaging and Imagining the Ancient Middle East (on
exhibit February 7 through September 2, 2012).
Oriental Institute Museum Publications
PB, 184p, 168 illus,
9781885923899, $29.95, 2012

Each volume also sold separately, see www.oxbowbooks.com

Iconoclasm and Text
Destruction in the Ancient
Near East and Beyond

Between Heaven and Earth

Language and Nature

Birds in Ancient Egypt

Papers Presented to John
Huehnergard on the Occasion
of His 60th Birthday

edited by Rozenn Bailleul-LeSuer

edited by Natalie N. May

edited by Rebecca Hasselbach
& Na’ama Pat-El

Analyzing the cases of and reasons for mutilation
of texts and images in Near Eastern antiquity, this
volume explores iconoclasm and text destruction
in through examination of the anthropological,
cultural, historical, and political aspects of these
practices. Broad interdisciplinary comparison
with similar phenomena in the other cultures and
periods contribute to better understanding them.
PB, 528p, 152 illus, 9781885923905, $29.95, 2012

Issued in conjunction with an exhibit at the Oriental
Institute Museum at the University of Chicago, this
is the first comprehensive study of birds in ancient
Egyptian society, economy, art, and religion.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 35
PB, 232p, 210 illus, 9781885923929, $29.95, 2012

This book includes thirty contributions – twentynine papers and one artistic contribution – by
John’s colleagues, former students, and friends, on
a variety of topics that represent John’s versatility
and many interests, including philology, history,
natural history, and art.
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilisation 67
PB, 476p, 30 illus, 9781885923912, $54.95, 2012
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Barda Balka

Our Work

Modern Jobs – Ancient Origins

by Bruce Howe

edited by Jack Green & Emily Teeter

The Paleolithic site of Barda Balka (“standing stone,” “stone to lean upon” in
local Kurdish) is situated about 3 kilometers northeast of Chemchemal in Kirkuk
Province, Iraq. Until recent years, the site was marked by a natural monolith
of limestone conglomerate 3.5 meters high on a rather barren slope partly
littered with Acheulean-type bifaces, pebble tools, cores, and flake artifacts.
The site was discovered in 1949 by members of the Directorate General of
Antiquities of Iraq while on archaeological reconnaissance in the district.
In 1951, during a field season of the Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago under the direction of Robert J. Braidwood (which not only conducted
the excavations at nearby Jarmo and Karim Shahir but also carried out wider
geological and prehistoric reconnaissance in the extended Chemchemal Valley
area), Barda Balka was visited and further studied by Herbert E. Wright Jr. of
the University of Minnesota Department of Geology and Bruce Howe, then
of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University. Wright and Howe returned
shortly thereafter to conduct a four-day sounding campaign of trenching and
localized geological investigations. This volume is Howe’s final report of these
investigations at Barda Balka.
Oriental Institute Communications 31
PB, 32p, 3 figs, 3 tabs, 10 pls, 9781614910008, $29.95, NYP – due late 2013

Bismaya

Our Work: Modern Jobs – Ancient Origins is the catalog for a photo-based
exhibit that reveals that many modern professions originated in the ancient
Middle East. Artifacts from the Oriental Institute Museum were paired
with a baker, farmer, manicurist, brewer, poet, boat builder, judge and
other professionals to show the antiquity of these jobs. The portraits are
accompanied by commentary on the contributions of the ancient Middle
East to life today and new insights into how members of the public view their
relationship to the past. This volume will be of interest to educators, historians,
and those interested in fine-arts photography.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 36
PB, 128p, 17 illustrations, 24 tintype portraits, 29 color object photos,
9781885923998, $24.95, 2013

Perspectives on Ptolemaic
Thebes

Recovering the Lost City of
Adab

Grammatical Case in the
Languages of the Middle
East and Beyond

Occasional Proceedings of the
Theban Workshop

by K. Wilson, J. Lauinger,
M. Louise Phillips
& B. Studevent-Hickman

Acts of the International
Colloquium Variations, Paris,
2–4 April 2007

edited by Betsy M. Bryan
& Peter F. Dorman

by Michèle Fruyt et al

Excavations at the site of Bismaya (ancient Adab)
between 1903-1905, were directed first by Edgar
J. Banks and then, briefly, by Victor S. Persons. This
monograph presents a large and significant corpus
of unpublished material including analyses of
stratigraphy, architecture, sculpture, cylinder seals,
metalwork, and pottery.
Oriental Institute Publications 138
PB, 194p, 113 illus, 9781885923639, $80, 2012

Bir Umm Fawakhir, Volume 2
Report on the 1996–1997
Survey Seasons

Within the temporal and spatial boundaries
indicated by the title, the subjects of the papers
in this volume are extremely diverse, ranging
from models of culture-history, to studies of
specific administrative offices, a single statue type,
inscriptions in a single temple, and inscriptions of
a single king.
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilisation 65
PB, 146p, 77 illus, 9781885923851, $29.95, 2011

28 studies of various aspects of the case systems
of Sumerian, Hurrian, Elamite, Eblaite, Ugaritic,
Old Aramaic, Biblical Hebrew, Indo-European,
the languages of the Bisitun inscription, Hittite,
Armenian, Sabellic, Gothic, Latin, Icelandic, Slavic,
Russian, Ouralien, Tokharian and Etruscan are
presented here.
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilisation 64
PB, 420p, 9781885923844, $45, 2011

Ankara Arkeoloji
Muezesinde Bulunan
Bogazköy Tabletleri II

Slaves and Households in
the Near East
edited by Laura Culbertson

Bogazköy Tablets in the
Archaeological Museum of
Ankara II

by Carol Meyer, Clemens D.
Reichel & Lisa Heidorn

by R. Akdogan & O. Soysal

Bir Umm Fawakhir is a fifth-sixth century AD
Coptic/Byzantine gold-mining town located in the
central Eastern Desert of Egypt. The goals of the
1996 and 1997 field seasons were to complete the
detailed map of the main settlement, to continue
the investigation of the outlying clusters of ruins
and to investigate the ancient gold-extraction
process.
Oriental Institute Communications 30
PB, 220p, 161 illus, 9781885923714, $49.95, 2011

This is the first volume in a new series, Chicago
Hittite Dictionary Supplements, designed to
augment and supplement the work of the Chicago
Hittite Dictionary project. Future volumes will
continue to bring tablets written in the Hittite
language to light.
Chicago Hittite Dictionary Supplements 1
PB, 50p, 64 illus, 9781885923813, $24.95, 2011

Despite widespread mention of enslaved people in
historical records from the ancient, medieval and early
modern Near East, scholars struggle to understand
what defines this phenomenon in both particular
contexts and in general. Here, slavery is examined in the
context of households, exposing different dimensions
of the phenomenon beyond basic economic questions.
Oriental Institute Seminars 7
PB, 152p, 9781885923837, $24.95, 2011
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Founded in 1919 by James Henry Breasted, the Oriental Institute, a part of the
University of Chicago, is an internationally recognised pioneer in the archaeology,
philology, and history of early Near Eastern civilizations

Before the Pyramids

The Origins of Egyptian
Civilization
edited by Emily Teeter

The Egyptian Book
of the Dead

Documents in the Oriental
Institute Museum at the
University of Chicago
edited by T.homas G. Allen

This catalogue for an exhibit at Chicago’s Oriental
Institute Museum presents the newest research
on the Pre-dynastic and Early Dynastic Periods in a
lavishly illustrated format.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 33
PB, 284p, 129 illus, 196 figs,
9781885923820, $39.95, 2011

Visible Language

Inventions of Writing in the
Ancient Middle East and
Beyond
edited by Christopher Woods

Presented here are seventy Book of the Dead
documents housed in the Oriental Institute
Museum at the University of Chicago. These
documents, represented in whole or in part - all
Eighteenth Dynasty or later - include seven papyri,
three coffins, a shroud, a statuette, three stelae or
similar and fifty-five ushabties.
Oriental Institute Publications 82
HB, 289p, 131 illus, 9781885923806, $75, 2011

Beyond the Ubaid

Transformation and
Integration in the Late
Prehistoric Societies of the
Middle East

Tell Hamoukar, vol 1. Urbanism
and Cultural Landscapes in
Northeastern Syria
The Tell Hamoukar Survey,
1999–2001
by Jason A. Ur

Tell Hamoukar is one of the largest Bronze Age
sites in northern Mesopotamia. The present
volume presents the results of three seasons of
field survey and remote-sensing analysis at the site
and its region. These studies were undertaken to
address questions of urban origins, land use and
demographic trends through time.
Oriental Institute Publications 37
HB, 384p, 210 illus, 9781885923738, $75, 2011

Persepolis II

Contents of the Treasury and
Other Discoveries
by E. F. Schmidt

edited by Robert A. Carter
& Graham Philip

Writing, the ability to make language visible
and permanent, is one of humanity’s greatest
inventions. This book presents current perspectives
on the origins and development of writing in
Mesopotamia and Egypt, providing an overview of
each writing system and its uses.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 32
PB, 240p, 146 illus, 9781885923769, $29.95, 2010

Originally coined to signify a style of pottery in
southern Iraq, and by extension an associated
people and a chronological period, the term
“Ubaid” is now often used loosely to denote a vast
Near Eastern interaction zone. 23 papers explore
what the “Ubaid” is, how it is identified, and how
the Ubaid in one location compares to another in
a distant location.
PB, 396p, 147 illus, 9781885923660, $42.95, 2010

Persepolis II concludes the report on many seasons
of excavations (1935–1939) at the site and is the
first publication to adequately illustrate and discuss
the pottery of the period, an essential addition to
Achaemenian archaeological studies. Persepolis II
mainly deals with the minor antiquities recovered
from the Treasury.
HB, 166p, 118 illus, 9781885923721, $120, 2010

Ancient Israel

Highlights from the
Collections of the OIP

Divination and
Interpretation of Signs in
the Ancient World

Pioneers to the Past

by Gabriella V. Novacek

edited by Amar Annus

edited by Geoff Emberling

On January 29, 2005, the Oriental Institute
celebrated the official public opening of the
Haas and Schwartz Megiddo Gallery. This
occasion marked the return of some of the most
extraordinary artifacts ever excavated in the
southern Levant to permanent public display.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 31
PB, 130p, 68 illus, 9781885923653, $41.95, 2010

Pioneer to the Past

The Story of James Henry
Breasted, Archaeologist
by Charles Breasted

The concept of sign, a portent observed in the
physical world, which indicates future events, is
found in all ancient cultures, but was first developed
in ancient Mesopotamian texts. This book explores
how much we know about the Babylonian theory
and hermeneutics of omens, and the scope of their
possible influences on other cultures and regions.
Oriental Institute Seminars 6
PB, 388p, 9781885923684, $27.95, 2010

Medinet Habu IX

The Eighteenth Dynasty
Temple, Part 1: The Inner
Sanctuaries, with Translations
of Texts, Commentary and
Glossary

American Archaeologists in
the Middle East, 1919–1920

The catalogue of the Oriental Institute special exhibit
of the same name, highlights the interconnected
stories of an important figure in intellectual history
– James Henry Breasted – and the beginnings of
American scientific archaeology in the Near East.
Oriental Institute Museum Publications 30
PB, 160p, 119 col illus, 9781885923707, $34.95,
2010

Nomads, Tribes and the
State in the Ancient Near
East

Cross-disciplinary Perspectives
edited by Jeffrey Szuchman

by The Epigraphic Survey

Pioneer to the Past tells the intensely human, often
poignantly moving story of the brilliant career
of James Henry Breasted, one of the greatest
Egyptologists and archaeologists America has yet
produced.
HB, 436p, 16 b/w illus,
9781885923677, $24.95, 2010

With this volume, the Epigraphic Survey returns
to its series of publications dedicated to the reliefs
and inscriptions of the Medinet Habu complex, a
series inaugurated in 1930 with the publication of
the war scenes and earlier historical records from
the mortuary temple of Ramesses III.
Oriental Institute Publications 136
HB, 92p, 142 illus, 9781885923646, $450, 2009

Scholars have struggled to understand the complex
relationship between pastoral nomadic tribes and
sedentary peoples of the Near East. This book presents
a range of data and theoretical perspectives from a
variety of regions and periods, including prehistoric
Iran, ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, seventh-century
Arabia, and nineteenth-century Jordan.
Oriental Institute Seminars 5
PB, 304p, 70 illus, 9781885923615, $24.95, 2009
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Am Anfang war Ägypten

Götterkind im Tempel

by Michael Hoveler-Muller

by D. Budde

Die Welt der Mumien
Von Ötzi bis Lenin
by Dr Albert Zink

Egyptian history belongs to the oldest and most
fascinating periods of mankind. For more than four
millennia an advanced civilization developed, which
fascinates people until today. Understandable,
exciting and the author Michael Höveler-Müller
tells the whole history of Ancient Egypt. German
text.
HB, 224p, 40 col illus, 196 figs,
9783805346078, $45, 2013

Das Krokodil und der Pharao
Eine Anthologie
Altägyptischer Literatur

This study is not limited to philological and iconological
evaluation of the temples of Edfu and Dendera but
also evaluates material objects. The results change our
current picture of theology and piety in the last heyday
of Ancient Egypt. The book presents the sources in
annotation translation and a detailed analysis of the
three cult objects that are to be understood as symbols.
German text.
Muenchner Ägyptologische Studien 55
HB, 475p, 9783805337595, $129, 2012

Mummies are not just a phenomenon of Ancient
Egypt, they can also be found the world over. The
oldest mummies are about 9000 years old, some
of the youngest are Lenin and Evita Peron. The
well-known researcher Albert Zink explains the
various processes that lead to natural or artificial
preservation of human bodies in a clear manner.
German text.
HB, 144p, 9783805345347, $60, 2012

Abu Simbel und die Tempel
des Nasser Sees

Concise Grammar of Middle
Egyptian

by Joachim Willeitner

by Boyo G. Ockinga

edited by Constanze Holler

Ancient Egypt had a wonderful and sophisticated
literature, which dealt with all areas of life. In this
book Constanze Holler gathers the most beautiful
and surprising stories from the land of pyramids
and pharaohs. It is a literary journey through time,
back to the beginnings of literature. German text.
HB, 120p, linen with page marker,
9783805345354, $30, 2012

Hieroglyphen ohne
Geheimnis

A practical archeological guide. Joachim Willeitner
presents graphically the ancient monuments
that are now partially nestled in the midst of the
modern city of Aswan, and its tumultuous history
through the millennia. German text.
Der archäologische Führer
PB, 112p, 40 col illus, 9783805344579, $30, 2012

The Egyptian middle kingdom is the subject of this
handy grammar. The readers are systematically
introduced to the hieroglyphic scripture, the word
species, their grammatical forms and the rules
of syntax. Tables, an annotated list of symbols,
exercises, reading items and the related vocabulary
make this book an essential learning and teaching
work.
HB, 196p, 9783805345323, $75, 2012

Mittelägyptische
Grundgrammatik

Tatort Antike

Beruehmte Kriminalfälle des
Altertums

Abriss der Mittelägyptischen
Grammatik von Hellmuth
Brunner in Neubearbeitung

by Karl- Theodor Zauzich

by Cornelius Hartz

by Boyo G. Ockinga

This is an excellent and accessible introduction to
the reading of classic Egyptian original texts The
most important of over 700 known hieroglyphics
are taught and there is an effective guidance and
examples on pronunciation and transcription and a
short grammar. It includes a chapter on hieroglyphs
and the internet. German text.
HB, 128p, 9783805342674, $30, 2012

The Egyptian middle kingdom is the subject
of this handy grammar book. The readers are
systematically introduced to the hieroglyphic
scripture, the word species, their grammatical
forms and the rules of syntax. Tables, an annotated
list of symbols, exercises, reading items and the
related vocabulary make this book an essential
learning and teaching work. German text.
HB, 196p, 9783805345316, $75, 2012

Das Leben am Nil
und der Alltag im
Alten Ägypten

Abu Simbel

edited by Lembke, Rabe
& von Falck

by Joachim Willeitner

In this book 19 legendary crimes are presented,
starting with Tutankhamun in ancient Egypt,
to Caesar and Nero to Hypatia in Alexandria in
late antiquity. With the help of these examples,
Cornelius Hartz shows how ancient society dealt
with crimes, rule violations and misdemeanors.
German text.
HB, 144p, 9783805345071, $30, 2012

Tage des Seth

Felsentempel Ramses des
Grossen

This volume accompanies the redesigned Ancient
Egyptian collection at the Roemer-und PelizaeusMuseum, Hildesheim, Germany. As well as the
objects it contains three essays that provide insight
into the everyday life and activities of this complex
society. German text.
HB, 136p, 9783805342858, $30, 2011

With support from UNESCO, the rock temples of
Ramses II and his wife Nefertari were moved in the
1960s to save the petrified remains from the floods
of the Nile. The history of research at Abu Simbel
is a fascinating read and large-format photos bring
the imagery of the Pharaohs to new life. German
text.
HB, 144p, 9783805342261, $22, 2010

Roman aus dem alten Ägypten
by Judith Mathes & Mathes

This novel is set in 12th Century BC Egypt against the
backdrop of economic turmoil. In the midst of chaos
and catastrophe, a love affair between the young
servant Achtaj and the healer Cheru-ef develops. When
the killing starts it becomes clear that the god Seth has
taken possession of Egypt, and his reign is merciless.
German text.
PB, 384p, 9783805339117, $30, 2010
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Byzantinisches Kappadokien
by Rainer Warland

Halikarnassos und das
Maussolleion

Die modernste Stadtanlage
der späten Klassik und der
als Weltwunder gefeierte
Grabtempel des karischen
Königs Maussollos

Bauern, Fischer und
Propheten
Galiläa zur Zeit Jesu

by Prof Juergen K. Zangenberg &
Dr Jens Schröter

by Dr Albert Zink

In the highlands of Anatolia among deep
canyons and vast valleys amazing testimonies
of the byzantine world remained. In this book
Cappadocia, which is known for its cave churches,
for the first time, is extensively appreciated as a
historic landscape. Fascinating pictures show the
uniqueness of this area. German text.
AW- Sonderband
HB, 144p, 100 col illus, 9783805345804, $45, 2013

Gottkönige am Euphrat
edited by Wagner

The Carian king Mausolus was one of the great builders
of the ancient world: his tomb, the Maussolleion is
one the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World and his
planned residence Halicarnassus is considered to be
the most modern city of that time. For over a hundred
years archaeologists dealt with their exploration and
attempted to reconstruct these buildings. German text.
HB, 160p, 120 b/w illus, 9783805346092, $45,2012

Archäologie in Eurasien
Volume 27

by Mehmet Ozdigan

Using current research findings, this book presents
a picture of Galilee and the environment of Jesus. It
sheds new light on the interpretation of Jesus’ ministry
and gives a deeper insight into the everyday life of the
Galilean. It contains pictures that show the reader the
archaic landscape and numerous cultural monuments.
German text.
AW- Sonderband
HB, 144p, illus, 9783805345439, $45, 2012

>>Portugal in the Sea
of Oman- Religion and
Politics<<
edited by Abdulrahman Al-Salimi
& Michael Jansen

The late Hellenistic Kingdom of Commagene,
located on the northern edge of the ‘Ferile
Crescent’ between the Taurus and the Euphrates,
has many impressive sanctuaries. In this title the
development of the region from prehistoric to
modern times is presented with special attention
paid to the landscape. German text.
HB, 232p, 9783805342186, $45, 2012

Ancient Iran from the Air
By David Stronach & Ali Mousavi

Archäologie in Eurasien publishes monographic
contributions to the archaeology of the Black
Sea-area, Northern Caucasia, the eurasian steppe,
Mongolia and Northern China. German text.
HB, 290p, 9783805345132, $87, 2012

Early Mining and Metallurgy
on the Western Central
Iranian Plateau

This is an editorial achievement, which is unique in
the Arab World. It releases all official documents
as original scans that have been published during
the Portuguese colonial period of the Oman. These
documents are historical treasures that allow an
undisguised view onto this era and will allow new
scholarly dialog about this essential colonial period.
HB, 8000p, 10 volumes in b/w and 6 in col,
9783805343749, $1,200, 2012

Aizanoi und Anatolien
by Klaus Rheidt

The First Five Years of Work

edited by Vatandoust, Parzinger
& Helwing

This book takes the reader on an aerial odyssey that
explores the country’s infinitely varied landscapes;
many of the more noted sites associated with Iran’s
rich prehistoric past; the storied capitals of the
Achaemenid and Sasanian empires; the memorable
monuments of Saljuk and Safavid Isfahan; and on a
journey that celebrates the age-old virtues of Iran’s
largely unsung vernacular mud-brick architecture.
Zaberns Bildbände zur Archäologie
HB, 192p, col & b/w illus, 9783805344531, $60, 2012

Byzanz Konstantinopel Istanbul

by Frank Schweizer,
Stephan Blum, Rustem
& Blum

Istanbul, has been the “gateway to the East” for
the West as well as the “bridge to the West” for
the East for more than two and a half millennia.
Besides the most important Ancient monuments,
Medieval as well as modern architecture, this
volume presents less-known places in images and
text. German text.
HB, 152p, 70 col & 30 b/w illus, 9783805341929,
$45, 2010

This project focuses on the site of Arismān and its
surroundings, located in the arid foothills of the
Karkas Mountains. It is split into three parts: The
Archaeological Excavations at Arismān; Mining
Archaeology in Iran: Investigations at Vešnāve and
a Survey on the Western Central Iranian Plateau;
and Archaeometallurgical Research on the Western
Central Iranian Plateau.
Archäologie in Iran und Turan 9
HB, 728p, 9783805343428, $143, 2011

Das Tote Meer

Kultur und Geschichte am
tiefsten Punkt der Erde

The Turkish excavation site Aizanoi is presented
in German for the first time. Excavations by the
German Archaeological Institute brought numerous
Ancient public buildings to light. High-quality images
and reconstruction drawings help in presenting the
archaeology and history of this city to the reader,
providing an example of how an ancient urban
community worked. German text.
HB, 192p, col & b/w illus,9783805341691,48, 2012

Zypern

by Juergen Zangenberg &
Zangenberg

Surveying the ruins and archaeological finds in
the Dead Sea and surrounding region, this volume
focuses not only on the Israeli-Palestinian west
coast of the Dead sea but also on the Jordanian
east coat. Besides all the scientific requirements,
this book also sets out to capture the “Dead Sea
Myth”. German text.
HB, 172p, 80 col illus, 9783805340748, $22, 2010

To mark the 50th anniversary of Cyprus, the Roemerund Pelizaeus-Museum Hildesheim in Germany
exclusively presented the special exhibition “Cyprus
- Isle of Aphrodite” and this is the accompanying
catalog. Fantastic landscapes, unique objects and
essays by internationally renowned authors provide a
deep insight into the fascinating history and archeology
of the most popular islands of the Mediterranean.
German text.
HB, 9783805341943, $22, 2010
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Leatherwork from Qasr Ibrim (Egypt). Part I

Sandals, shoes and other leatherwork from
the Coptic Monastery Deir el-Bachit

Footwear from the Ottoman Period

Analysis and Catalogue

by Andre J. Veldmeijer

by Andre J Veldmeijer

Throughout its long history, stretching from the 25th Dynasty (c. 752-656 BC) to
the Ottoman Period (c. 1500-1811 AD), Qasr Ibrim was one of the most important
settlements in Egyptian Nubia. The site has produced an unprecedented wealth
of material and due to the – even for Egypt – extraordinary preservation
circumstances, includes objects that are made of perishable organic materials,
such as wood, leather, and flax.
The present volume focuses on one of these groups: footwear that is made
from leather and dated to the Ottoman Period. The footwear, recovered during
the years that the Egypt Exploration Society worked at the site, is described in
detail, including a pictorial record consisting of photographs and drawings (both
technical and artist’s impressions). This is the first time that Ottoman footwear
from Egypt (and outside of Egypt) has been analyzed in detail. The preliminary
analysis focuses on footwear technology, within the framework of the Ancient
Egyptian Footwear Project (AEFP; see www.leatherandshoes.nl). A broader
interpretation will be combined with the results of the analyses of the finds
from the other epochs of Qasr Ibrim’s history, such as the age of Christianity
and the Meroitic Period.
PB, 462p, 500 fc, 20 b/w illus, 9789088900969, $130, 2013

Rural Capitalist
Development in The Jordan
Valley
The case of Deir Alla – The
Rise and Demise of Social
Groups

The Coptic monastery and cemetery Deir el-Bachit stands on the hilltop of
Dra’ Abu el-Naga, the well-known necropolis in Qurna (West Bank, Luxor).
It is the largest Coptic monastery complex preserved The Coptic monastery
and cemetery Deir el-Bachit stands on the hilltop of Dra’ Abu el-Naga, the
well-known necropolis in Qurna (West Bank, Luxor). It is the largest Coptic
monastery complex preserved in Western Thebes and the first monastery
that has been systematically investigated. The excavation of the monastery
was started as a DFG-Project des Ägyptologischen Instituts der LudwigMaximilians-Universität Muenchen in close collaboration with the Deutsches
Archäologisches Institut Abteilung Kairo.
Until the start of the investigations in 2001 with a survey, little research was
done. After three seasons of preliminary research, full archaeological research
was started in 2004. The leatherwork was studied in 2007, the present volume
of which presents the results. The book consists of two parts: the analysis and
a detailed catalogue, including colour images of all finds and, where necessary,
line drawings. The finds are analysed within the framework of the excavation as
well as within the frameworks of the Ancient Egyptian Leatherwork Project and
the Ancient Egyptian Footwear Project (www.leatherandshoes.nl).
PB, 276p, 46 b/w & 550 col illus, 9789088900747, $130, 2012

Amarna’s Leatherwork.
Part I

Tutankhamun’s Footwear

Studies of Ancient Egyptian
Footwear

Preliminary analysis and
catalogue

by Andre J. Veldmeijer

by Andre J. Veldmeijer

by Mohamed F. Tarawneh

The case of Deir Alla is a social and economic
case study of developing Third World agriculture.
The study is based upon historical sources,
contemporary public information with statistics,
and field work in the Jordanian village of Deir Alla.
This fieldwork took place in 1986 and a report was
prepared in 1989.
PB, 116p, 9789088900891, $65, 2013

Life on the Watershed.
Reconstructing Subsistence
in a Steppe Region Using
Archaeological Survey
A Diachronic Perspective on
Habitation in the Jordan Valley
by Eva Kaptijn

The book consists of two parts: the catalogue and
the preliminary analysis. The former presents the
detailed description of the objects (among which
chariot leather and footwear), accompanied by
color photographs and, where necessary, lineand construction drawings. The latter includes an
explanation of the Amarna Leatherwork Project as
well as preliminary interpretations of the finds.
PB, 290p, 600 illus, 9789088900754, $130, 2012

The discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb by Howard
Carter in 1922 is one of the most significant archaeological
discoveries of all time. The large collection of shoes
and sandals is analysed here in detail for the first
time since the discovery using Carter’s records and
Harry Burton’s excellent photographs along with the
author’s analyses of the objects.
PB, 312p, 105 b/w & 286 col illus,
9789088900761, $100, 2012

Challenging Climate Change

An Island of Stability

Competition and Cooperation Among Pastoralists
and Agriculturalists in
Northern Mesopotamia
(c.3000–1600 BC)

The Islamic Revolution of Iran
and the Dutch Opinion
by Mark Thiessen

by Arne Wossink

The scarcity of water is a major problem in many
parts of the Near East today and has been so in the
past. The archaeology of this area should not only
identify when people inhabited such a region and
what the character of this habitation was, but also
how people were able to survive in such a region
and why they chose to live there in the first place.
PB, 470p, 9789088900297, $86, 2009

Throughout history, climate change has been an
important driving force behind human behavior.
This archaeological study seeks to understand the
complex interrelations between that behavior and
climatic fluctuations, focussing on how climate
affected the social relations between neighboring
communities of occasionally differing nature.
PB, 200p, 9789088900310, $70, 2009

In 1979, the world was taken by surprise when the
Iranian people revolted against their westernized
ruling elite, and traded in the Shah for a radical
Islamic republic ruled by the most senior Shiite
cleric, ayatollah Khomeini. This book explores the
background of the revolution, and gives a detailed
account of its course.
PB, 78p, 9789088900198, $60, 2008
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Papyrological Texts in Honor
of Roger S. Bagnall
edited by H. Cuvigny, T. Hickey,
R. Ast & J. Lougovaya

The volume contains 70 new or substantially
revised editions of documentary and nondocumentary papyri and ostraca from Egypt edited
by an international team of specialists. Texts span
the 7th century B.C.E. to the 9th century C.E.
They are written mainly in Greek but also in Latin,
Egyptian, and Arabic.
American Studies in Papyrology 53
HB, 392p, 9780979975868, $69.95, 2013

Prosopography of Byzantine
Aphrodito
by Giovanni Ruffini

New Epigrams of Palladas
A Fragmentary Papyrus Codex
(P.CtYBR inv. 4000)
by Kevin Wilkinson

P.CtYBR inv. 4000 is a fragmentary papyrus codex that
contains Greek elegiac epigrams. This edition contains a
substantial introduction (codicological reconstruction,
paleography, orthography, contents, metrics,
authorship & date, and historical notes), diplomatic
transcription and edited Greek text on facing pages,
commentary, indexes, and photographic plates.
American Studies in Papyrology 52
HB, 236p, 9780979975851, $50, 2013

A Transportation Archive
from Fourth-Century
Oxyrhynchus (P. Mich. XX)
by K. A. Worp, P J Sijpesteijn, T.
Gagos & A. Verhoogt

This volume, which replaces Girgis’s outdated
prosopography from 1938, is an annotated record
of every person attested in the Byzantine-era papyri
from the middle Egyptian village of Aphrodito. Its
papyri make Aphrodito the best attested village for
this time period with implications for the study of
rural life throughout Late Antiquity.
American Studies in Papyrology 50
HB, 624p, 9780979975820, $84.99, 2011

This volume publishes 27 Greek papyri concerned
with the transport of grain from Oxyrhynchus to
Alexandria and Pelusium. Each text is presented
with introduction, Greek text, English translation
and explanatory notes. In the general introduction,
the authors discuss the process of grain transport in
fourth century C.E.
American Studies in Papyrology 49
HB, 240p, 9780979975837, $45, 2011

A Sixth-Century Tax Register
from the Hermopolite Nome
by Roger S. Bagnall, J. G. Keenan
& Leslie MacCoull

This volume publishes the most complete
documentary codex from 6th-century Egypt. Known
to the scholarly world since 1905 and frequently
cited since then, it now appears for the first time in
full edition. The codex details money taxes paid by
landowners at the village of Temseu Skordon and the
hamlet Topos Demeou in the Hermopolite Nome.
American Studies in Papyrology 51
HB, 230p, 4 illus, 9780979975844, $50, 2011

To Mega Biblion

Book-ends, End-Titles, and
Coronides in Papyri with
Hexametric Poetry
by Francesca Schironi

A systematic and chronological investigation into the
nature and development of end-titles in papyrus rolls
and codices of hexameter poetry from the 3rd century
BC to the 6th century AD. The bulk of the evidence for
presentation of hexametric verse derives from Homeric
papyri, although Hesiod’s Theogony, Works & Days , and
Shield, and Oppian’s Halieutica likewise supply data.
American Studies in Papyrology 48
HB, 250p, 9780979975806, $88, 2010

In Pursuit of Invisibility

Ritual Texts from Late Roman
Egypt

A Manual of Egyptian
Pottery (4 volumes sold
separately)

Giza Plateau Mapping
Project Season 2009
Preliminary Report

by Richard Phillips

by Anna Wodzinska

edited by Mark Lehner

A close examination of invisibility in the context of
the Greco-Roman world, from the role invisibility
enjoys as a literary motif to the ritual spells whose
logos and praxis in magic papyri promise the
individual that he will move about unseen by
others.
American Studies in Papyrology 47
HB, 160p, 8 col & 10 b/w illus,
9780970059192, $49.95, 2009

This is a four-book set covering all Egyptian pottery,
ranging from the earliest ceramics to pottery made
in Egypt today, organised by historical periods.
Aera Field Manual Series 1-4; Volume 1 – PB, 225p,
420 b/w & 29 col illus, 9780982554449, $40; Volume
2 – PB, 245p, 491 b/w & 51 col illus, 9780982554456,
$40; Volume 3 – PB, 288p, 59 illus, 9780982554401,
$40; Volume 4 – PB, 350p, 68 col & 4 b/w illus,
9780982554425, $50 – 2009-2011

Giza Plateau Mapping
Project Season 2008
Preliminary Report

Giza Plateau Mapping
Project Seasons 2006–2007
Preliminary Report

by Mark Lehner, Mohsen Kamel
& Ana Tavares

by Mark Lehner, Mohsen Kamel
& Ana Tavares

During 2009, the Giza Plateau Mapping Project
carried out excavations at two sites as part of
its ongoing research program: 1) the settlement
connected to the Khentkawes Monument on the
Giza Plateau and 2) the nearby town, Heit el-Ghurab
(aka Lost City of the Pyramids).
Giza Occasional Papers 5
HB, 244p, 167 b/w & 29 col illus,
9780977937097, $120, 2011

Giza Reports, The Giza
Plateau Mapping Project
Volume I – Project History,
Survey, Ceramics, and the
Main Street and GalleryIII.
4 Operations
edited by M Lehner et al.

The volume covers the 2008 season of clearing
and mapping at the Khentkawes Town (KKT) on the
Giza Plateau, and survey, mapping, and excavation
of burials in the area. The work at the KKT site
encompasses excavations in both the Khentkawes
complex and the Menkaure Valley Temple Antetown.
PB, 72p, plus 8p of color plates, 9780977937080,
$20, 2009

GOP 3 offers preliminary excavation results from
the 2006–2007 season at the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG)
site of Giza and from clearing and mapping at the
Khentkawes Town site. The volume includes the
results of a ground-penetrating radar study by
Glen Dash in the areas around the Valley Temples
of Menkaure and Khafre, as well as near the
Khentkawes Town.
Giza Occasional Papers 3
PB, 223p, 136 illus, 9780977937073, $60, 2009

Volume 1 includes a foreword by Zahi Hawass, a
preface, a history of the project, three articles on the
work to establish a survey grid over the Giza Plateau,
and a preliminary ceramic report. There are also
detailed reports on two excavation operations – Main
Street and Gallery III.
PB, 336p, 292 b/w illus, 9780977937011, $60, 2009

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Macquarie University and The Australian Centre for Egyptology were founded
in 1989 to coordinate and report on all Australian excavations in Egypt with the
Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities.

The Chapel of Kahai and His
Family

The Old Kingdom Cemetery
at Tehna Volume I

By Miral Lashien

by Elizabeth M. Thompson

The Tombs of Nikaiankh I,
Nikaiankh II and Kaihep

This book publishes for the first time in color the
tomb of Kahal and his family. It offers magnificently
rich color plates and context line drawings
showing all the intricate details of the scenes
and inscriptions. As such, this monograph is a
significant addition to the study of Egyptian art in
the Old Kingdom.
ACE Reports 33, PB, 56p, 76 col pls & 11 b/w pls,
9780856688362, $150, 2013

Daily Life in Old Kingdom
Egypt

The Tombs of Nikaiankh I,
Nikaiankh II and Kaihep

The early Old Kingdom tombs at Tehna are cut
into the eastern escarpment bordering the Nile,
some 12kms north of Minya in Upper Egypt. The
cemetery consists of more than 15 rockcut tombs,
3 of which are illustrated and described in this first
volume of the site.
ACE Reports 35
PB, 102p, 48 col & 18 b/w illus,
9780856688652, $150, 2013

Deir El-Grabawi
Volume III

Amenemone the Chief
Goldsmith

by Naguib Kanawati

by Boyo G. Ockinga

The Southern Cliff: The Tomb
of Djau/Shemai and Djau

Behind the Scenes

edited by A. McFarlane
& A. L. Mourad

Scenes from the Old Kingdom tombs represent our
main sources for the study of daily life of private
individuals. Written by a number of specialists
with years of research, this monograph deals with
various aspects of life in ancient Egypt, presented in
an accessible manner to the scholar and lay-person
alike.
ACE Studies 10, PB, 196p, 59 col & 167 b/w illus,
9780856688607, $100, 2013

The Cemetery of Meir
Volume 1: The Tomb of
Pepyankh-the Middle

A New Kingdom Tomb in the
Teti Cemetery at Saqqara

A new complete record of the architecture, scenes
and inscriptions in the important tomb of Djau with
description and translations. The volume includes
studies by M. Schultz and R. Walker of the recently
discovered human remains of Djau and a study of
mummification techniques by S. Ikram.
ACE Reports 32
PB, 84p, 52 col. pls & 31 b/w drawings,
9780856688553, $150, 2012

This work brings together all the surviving data from
the Saqqara tomb of the Overseer of Craftsmen
and Chief of Goldsmiths, Amenemone. As well as
recovering further material, the rediscovery and
excavation of the tomb has made it possible to
identify the original location of the blocks from the
chapel now housed in various museums.
ACE Reports 22
PB, 168p, 9780856688171, $110, 2012

by Naguib Kanawati, Effy Alexakis,
A. L. Mourad & S. Shafik

The tomb of Pepyankh-the Middle is completely
preserved, containing valuable information
on various aspects of the Egyptian provincial
administration and on daily life in the Sixth Dynasty.
Both burial shafts of the tomb owner and his wife
end in beautifully decorated and extremely well
preserved burial chambers.
ACE Reports 31, PB, 82p, 27 illus,
9780856688454, $150, 2011

Mereruka and his Family
Part III.2

The Tomb of Amenemope at
Thebes (TT 148) Volume 1

Mereruka and his Family
Part III.1

by Naguib Kanawati,
Alexandra Woods, Effy Alexakis
& Sameh Shafik

by Boyo G. Ockinga, Susanne Binder
& J. Brophy

by Naguib Kanawati,
Alexandra Woods, Effy Alexakis
& Sameh Shafik

The Tomb of Mereruka

Architecture, Texts and
Decoration

This is the last volume reporting on the unusually
rich tomb of Mereruka and his family. The pillared
hall, A13, is the largest room in the chapel,
containing many interesting themes, including the
funerary procession, the voyage to the south, the
transportation by a palanquin, the harvesting of
grain and the pulling of papyrus ceremony.
ACE Reports 30, PB, 45p, 60 col & 50 b/w illus,
9780856688409, $130, 2011

Animal Behaviour in
Egyptian Art

This publication deals with the large Theban tomb of
the Third Prophet of Amun, Amenemope who held
office during the reigns of Ramesses III to V.
ACE Reports 27
PB, 149p, 110 illus, 9780856688249, $160, 2010

The Tomb of Mereruka

As vizier and husband of King Teti’s eldest
daughter, Mereruka enjoyed a very special status
and built an unusually rich mastaba. This volume
deals with the architecture and art of the exterior
of his mastaba and with those of rooms A1-A12 of
his magnificent chapel.
ACE Reports 29
PB, 45p, 60 col & b/w illus,
9780856688294, $130, 2010

The Teti Cemetery at
Saqqara, Vol. 9

Representations of the
Natural World in Memphite
Tomb Scenes

The Bulletin of the Australian
Centre for Egyptology

The Tomb of Remni

edited by Susanne Binder

by Naguib Kanawati

by Linda Evans

This book uniquely documents the way in which
mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, amphibians, and
insects are shown behaving in Old Kingdom tomb
scenes from Giza and Saqqara and comparing these
representations with current zoological knowledge
of contemporary fauna.
ACE Studies 9
PB, 400p, 150 b/w illus, 9780856688263, $130,
2010

The mud brick mastaba of Remni was recently
discovered in the North West corner of the Teti
Cemetery. All four walls of its one room chapel are
covered with scenes of daily life, painted on mud
plaster and thus preserving for us a good example
of this rarely preserved type of decoration.
ACE Reports 28
PB, 50p, 60 illus, 9780856688287, $130, 2009

Annual Bulletin with articles from national and
international scholars in the field of Egyptology.
BACE is designed as a forum for scholarly articles
and topics dealing with all aspects of ancient
Egyptian culture and society.
Contact the DBBC sales team for subscription
information.

Use discount code 563-13 to receive a 20% discount
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The Czech Institute of Egyptology was founded in 1958, as a successor to the
Egyptological Seminar at the Faculty of Arts of the Charles University in Prague.

Bahriya Oasis

Diachronic Trends in Ancient Egyptian History

by Marek Dospel & Lenka Sukova

edited by Miroslav Bárta & Hella Küllmer

Recent Research into the Past of an Egyptian Oasis

Studies dedicated to the memory of Eva Pardey

Through its 14 chapters, this book presents the outcomes of the recent
exploration of Bahriya, an Egyptian oasis located in the Western Desert about
350 km south-west of Cairo. Parts I and II look at the southern and northern
parts of the Oasis (also known as El-Hayz) and the exploration carried out there
by the team led by the Czech Institute of Egyptology. Complementing the two
parts is Part III with the final chapter which deals with water-management in the
Western Desert as a whole.
HB, 314p, col illus, 9788073084561, $146, NYP – due late 2013

The book presents studies in memory of Eva Pardey and includes contributions
of the following authors: Hartwig Altenmüller, Ladislav Bareš, Miroslav Bárta,
Andreas Effland, Martin Fitzenreiter, Hans Goedicke, Peter Jánosi, Dieter
Kurth, Christian Loeben, Juan Carlos Moreno García, Jana Mynářová, Anthony
Spalinger, Miroslav Verner, Hana Vymazalová, Wolfgang Waitkus.
221p, 9788073084448, $58, NYP – due late 2013

Abusir and Saqqara in the Year 2010

In Hathor’s Image I

The Wives and Mothers of Egyptian Kings from
Dynasties I–VI

by Filip Coppens, Jaromir Krejci & Miroslav Bárta

by Vivienne G. Callender

51 papers reflect the widespread, often multidisciplinary interest of many
researchers into a wide variety of different topics related to the region of
Abusir, Saqqara and Dahshur. The focus of the majority of the articles is on these
cemeteries of the Memphite region at the time of the Old Kingdom, but not a
single period is left untouched. A number of articles also move outside the core
region, studying material and developments elsewhere in Egypt, but always
against the background of the Memphite necropolis.
HB, 2 vols, 904p, 45 colour plates, 9788073083847, $186, 2012

Journey to the West
The world of the
Old Kingdom tombs
by Miroslav Bárta

This study of individual Egyptian queens is based on an earlier study, The Wives
of the Egyptian Kings, Dynasties I–XVII, which was a doctoral dissertation by this
author presented at Macquaire University in 1992. This book differs from the
first in many ways because we now understand much more about these royal
women.
HB, 405p, 122 b/w illus, 9788073083816, $168, 2012

Abusir XXV

The Shaft Tomb of
Menekhibnekau,
Vol. I: Archaeology

Icons of Power

A Strategy of Reinterpretation
by A. Spalinger

by K. Smoláriková, L. Bareš,
R. Landgrafova & J. Janak

This book is intended as a commented summary
of some of the major trends and most important
features that can be encountered when analysing
ancient Egyptian society of the Old Kingdom.
PB, 342p, 9788073083830, $42, 2012

Ancient Echoes in the
Culture of Modern Egypt
edited by Frantisek Ondras,
Hana Vymazalova
& Mohamed Megahed

The tomb published in this volume is the third
large Late Period shaft tomb that has been
excavated in the south-western part of the Abusir
cemetery.
HB, 360p, 39 col plates & 230 figures,
9788073083809, $168, 2012

Old Hieratic Palaeography I

Builder’s Inscriptions and
Mason’s Marks from Saqqara
and Abusir
by D. Vassil, Verner Miroslav
& Hana Vymazalova

This is the discussion of the concept of alterity and
icons in the Egyptian New Kingdom war reliefs. The
concept of drama, and how it is present in these
narrative representations is also covered.
HB, 228p, 37 figures & 16 plates, 9788073083793,
$126, 2011

Egypt and the Near East –
the Crossroads

Proceedings of an International
Conference on the Relations of
Egypt and the Near East in the
Bronze Age, Prague, September
1–3, 2010
edited by Jana Mynárová

The book presents selected aspects of the legacy
that ancient Egypt left on the culture of Coptic,
Islamic and modern Egypt. Ancient origin can be
traced in numerous different sources and thus the
papers in the volume approach the subject from
different perspectives.
PB, 244p, 9788073083885, $32, 2011

The volume presents a palaeographic study of the
old hieratic inscriptions that were found on the
blocks of stone masonry of the Old Kingdom tombs
in the Saqqara and Abusir necropolis.
PB, 73p, 9788073083878, $32, 2011

Examining the complex relations between Egypt
and the Near East during the period defined by
the end of the Chalcolithic Period and the dawn of
the Iron Age. 14 papers are presented with seven
papers based on the study of material culture and
archaeological data and seven papers devoted to
the study of written sources.
HB, 345p, 6 col & 90 b/w illus, 9788073083625,
$159, 2011

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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The Czech Institute of Egyptology was founded in 1958, as a successor to the
Egyptological Seminar at the Faculty of Arts of the Charles University in Prague.

Die Ägyptologie an den Prager
Universitäten 1882–1945

Gesammelte Aufsätze und
Vorträge (Egyptology at the
Prague Universities 1882–1945.
Collected Articles and Lectures)
by Wolf B.Oerter

Showing the beginnings of Egyptology in Bohemia
in an altogether new light, as an Egyptology which
had originally defined itself as Bohemian and only
later constituted itself as a Czech one. German text.
PB, 178p, 9788073083410, $33, 2010

Abusir XIX

The Scribe of the Place of
Truth

Tomb of Hetepi (AS 20),
Tombs AS 33–35 and AS
50–53

The Biography of Egyptologist
Jaroslav Cerny

by Filip Coppens,
Hana Vymazalova
& Miroslav Bárta

The tombs published in this volume of the Abusir
series have been excavated during several seasons
at Abusir South. The eight tombs are located in the
easternmost sector of Abusir South, on the slopes
(tombs AS 20 and AS 33) and at the bottom (tombs
AS 34–35, 50–53) of a large but low hill, to the
north of the so–called Wadi Abusiri.
HB, 387p, col & b/w illus,
9788073083250, $250, 2010

by J. Ruzova

In this new biography of Jaroslav Cerny the author
reveals Cerny in a number of different lights. His
most important role was as one of the world’s
leading Egyptologists. He became the most famous
expert in hieratic texts of the New Kingdom.
HB, 250p, 9788072774654, $42, 2010

Egypt in Transition. Social
and Religious Development
of Egypt in the First
Millennium BCE

Sex and the Golden
Goddess I

Abusir XX

Ancient Egyptian Love Songs
in Context

Lesser Late Period Tombs at
Abusir. The Tomb of Padihor
and the Anonymous Tomb R3

Edited by F. Coppens,
K. Smoláriková, L. Bareš&

by Hana Navratilova
& Renata Landgrafova

by Filip Coppens
& Květa Smoláriková

The first millennium BCE represents for Egypt a
period of tremendous changes and developments
on the political, social, economic and religious
level. In early September 2009, the Czech Institute
of Egyptology hosted an international workshop
dedicated specifically to social and religious
developments in Egypt in the course of the first
millennium BCE. The volume at hand contains 20 of
the papers presented at the workshop.

The complete collection of ancient Egyptian love
songs, whose texts were first written down in
the Ramesside period, is treated in the context
of other period sources regarding intimacy and
sexuality. The process of gendering and socialising
in relation to sexuality is also introduced.
HB, 250p, b/w illus, 9788073082390, $40, 2010

Offers the results of the excavations in two shaft
tombs of small dimensions which have been
unearthed in the Late Period (Saite-Persian)
cemetery at Abusir: the tomb of Padihor and the
anonymous tomb R3.
PB, 139p, 30 figs & 25 pls,
9788073082956, $85, 2009

HB, 501p, b/w illus, 9788073083342, $160, 2010

Tomb of Unisankh at
Saqqara and Chicago

Abusir XVI

Chronology and Archaeology
in Ancient Egypt

Sahure – The Pyramid
Causeway. History and
Decoration Program in the Old
Kingdom

by Pavel Onderka

The Third Millennium BC
Edited by H. Vymazalova
& Miroslav Bárta

by Tarek El-Awady

Unisankh’s tomb was built within the so-called Unis
Cemetery-North West, set between the funerary
complexes of Netjerykhet and Unis in Central Saqqara.
Together with two adjoining tombs of the viziers Ihy
and Iynefert, it forms the core of the so-called Line A.
The Tomb built of Tura limestone is an example of nonroyal, large, multi-roomed mastabas belonging to the
highest officials of the late Old Kingdom.
PB, 144p, 9788070362563, $110, 2009

Abusir XIII

The sixteenth volume in the Abusir series contains
the publication of the blocks with relief decoration
found by the Supreme Council of Antiquities along
the causeway of the pyramid complex of Fifth
Dynasty ruler Sahure in Abusir.
HB, 264p, b/w illus, 9788073082550, $168, 2009

19 papers approach the subject of Egyptian
chronology of the Third Millennium BC from different
perspectives: some of them concern the use of modern
methods (14C) and natural sciences in Egyptology;
others analyze the development of various aspects
of Egyptian culture during the Old Kingdom and the
First Intermediate Period, or try to specify the date of
certain monuments and personalities.
HB, 265p, 9788073082451, $100, 2009

Abusir and Saqqara in the
Year 2005

Abusir South 2: Tomb
Complex of the Vizier Qar,
His Sons Qar Junior and
Senedjemib and Iykai

Saite Forts in Egypt

Political-military history of the
Saite Dynasty

Proceedings of the
Conference Held in Prague
(June 27-July 5, 2005)

edited by Miroslav Bárta

by Květa Smoláriková

by Filip Coppens, Jaromir Krejci
& Miroslav Bárta

The current volume is the first of the three planned
publications dedicated to the complex of the vizier
Qar and his sons, dating to the Sixth Dynasty, reign
of Teti – Pepy II.
Excavations of the Czech Institute of Egyptology 13
HB, 380p, illus throughout,
9788087025215, $240, 2010

Contributions cover various aspects of the
Memphite region from the Early Dynastic Period to
the Roman era, but the bulk of the papers focus on
the Abusir-Saqqara necropolis in the Old Kingdom.
A study and interpretation of the archaeological
remains and literary sources form the main themes
of interest among the contributions.
HB, 438p, 24 b/w pls, 9788073081164, $160, 2008

Studying the policy and military strategy of the
Saites – the men who stayed behind during the reunification of Egypt, after the period of disorder and
unrest of the Third Intermediate Period. The stress is
put however, on the forts and various smaller types
of fortifications: citadels, watchtowers, strongpoints,
etc., which created the backbone of Egyptian defense
system in the threatened parts of the country.
PB, 139p, 42 illus, 9788073082338, $60, 2008

Use discount code 563-13 to receive a 20% discount
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Golden House Publications
Prehistoric Egypt, Socioeconomic Transformations in
North-east Africa from the Last Glacial Maximum to
the Neolithic, 24.000 to 4.000 BC

Golden House Publications is a publisher of Archaeology and Egyptology titles.

Going out in Daylight – prt m hrw

The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead - translation,
sources, meanings
by Stephen Quirke

This title takes a supra-regional approach to the environmental and socioeconomic landscapes of SW Asia and NE Africa across this crucial period. Using
a rich array of empirical data combined with a holistic theoretical approach, this
book challenges many of the current ideas on the beginnings of food production
in North-east Africa, and the secondary effects this transition had on human
settlements and cultures.
PB, 540p, 9781906137304, $120, NYP - due late 2013

Dossiers of Ancient Egyptians

The Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period
Addition to Franke’s ‘Personendaten’

First full illustrated translation with Egyptian transliteration, aiming to present
with their individual histories all the compositions on prt m hrw “”Book of
the Dead”” papyri from the New Kingdom to Ptolemaic Period. The volume
gives at least one version of every written composition, together with one or
more images for the essential pictorial component of all writings for which
illustrations are known.
GHP Egyptology 20
PB, 641p, 9781906137311, $140, 2013

TT176

The Tomb Chapel of Userhat
by Bram Calcoen & Christiane Mueller-Hazenbos

by Wolfram Grajetzki & Danijela Stefanovic

The book collects more than 200 dossiers of Middle Kingdom officials. This is an
addition and update to ‘D. Franke’s Personendaten’, published in 1984.
GHP Egyptology 19
PB, 169p, 9781906137298, $50, 2012

This book presents the painted decoration of the Theban tomb chapel TT176,
belonging to the ‘servant of Amun’ Userhat. Userhat dates to the mid 18th
Dynasty. His chapel belongs to the smallest examples of its kind still decorated
with paintings, some of them of highest quality. The decoration is today much
destroyed but the publication includes older photographic images and drawings
by Schott and Davies.
GHP Egyptology 16
PB, 33p, 19 b/w pls & 4 col pls, 9781906137274, $70, 2012

A Catalogue of Egyptian Cosmetic Palettes in the
Manchester University Museum Collection

Beobachtungen zur Entstehung des Altagyptischen
Staates

by Julie Patenaude & Garry J. Shaw

by Erika Endesfelder

Following an introduction on Egypt’s Predynastic Period, cosmetic palettes in
general, methodology, and the origins of the Manchester Egyptian collection,
this volume brings together every Predynastic cosmetic palette in the museum,
providing details and analysis on type, dimensions, provenance, date and
context, along with a description and bibliography.
PB, 119p, b/w illus, 9781906137205, $60, 2011

A reassessment of state formation in Ancient Egypt which argues for a gradual
process of changes in agricultural production, the distribution of surpluses, and
the relationship between ruler and subjects as key factors, rather than external
pressures. German text.
PB, 284p, b/w illus, 9781906137250, $60, 2011

Rishi Coffins and the Funerary Culture of Second
Intermediate Period Egypt
by Gianluca Miniaci

This volume presents a complete catalogue and typology of all known examples
of the distinctive “rishi” coffins of Second Intermediate Period Egypt, anthropoid
in form, with feathered decoration. Miniaci also analyses the political and
cultural circumstances which lead to the emergence of this coffin design.
PB, 318p, b/w illus, col pls, 9781906137243, $100, 2011

For more titles and to order visit our
website
www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Golden House Publications
Hieratic Documents from the Ramesside Period in
the Egyptian Museum of Cairo

Golden House Publications is a publisher of Archaeology and Egyptology titles.

Ippolito Rosellini and the Dawn of Egyptology
by Marilina Betro

by Abdel Rahman Abdel Samie

This volume presents seventeen ostraca and two jar labels from the Egyptian
Museum of Cairo with transliteration, translation and commentary. All were
discovered during Davis and Carter’s excavations in the Valley of the Kings,
and interpretive remarks explore the relationship between the finds and the
locations and spread of workmen’s huts in the valley.
PB, 114p, 19 b/w pls, 9781906137212, $60, 2010

One of the pioneers of modern Egyptology Ippolito Rosellini is celebrated in
this volume. It accompanies an exhibition of 50 of his most significant drawings,
manuscripts and letters, drawn from the collections of Pisa University Library.
Essays provide further context, exploring his career and influence, as well as
the formation and significance of the collections associated with him in Pisa
and Florence.
PB, 229p, col illus, 9781906137267 , $120, 2010

Recherche sur la Decoration des Tombes Thebaines
du Nouvel Empire

Standards of Archaeological Excavation

by Abeer El-Shahawy

by G. J. Tassie

This study offers a detailed examination of tomb decoration in New Kingdom
Thebes. Based on a gazetteer of tombs with plans and commentaries, ElShahawy discusses iconography, chronology, spatial arrangements within
the tomb, and geographical context, pointing to a freer style of artistic
representation, with innovations particular apparent towards the start of the
period under examination. French text.
PB, 392 b/w pls, 9781906137199, $80, 2010

A Field Guide

This guide to best practice in excavations is designed with the specific demands
of excavating in Egypt in mind. It promotes a holistic approach to excavation
which moves away from Egyptology’s traditional focus on monumental
architecture and epigraphy, and aims to provide a set of methodologies and
recording practices around which archaeologists working in Egypt can unite.
PB, 576p, b/w figs, CD-rom, 9781906137175, $80, 2010

The Coffin of Zemathor and other Rectangular
Coffins of the Late Middle Kingdom and Second
Intermediate Period

The Kushite Cemetery of Sanam

by Wolfram Grajetzki

by Angelika Lohwasser

This is the publication of several coffin fragments, most of them found as
drawings in notebooks of old excavations. The book includes a list of published
rectangular coffins of the Second Intermediate Period and a discussion of the
main text programs and related religious beliefs.
PB, 116p, b/w pls , 9781906137229, $60, 2010

The Question of Evil in Ancient Egypt
By Mpay Kemboly

A Non-royal Burial Ground of the Nubian Capital, c.800600 BC

This volume publishes for the first time and evaluates the results of excavations
carried out in 1912 by Francis L. Griffith. 1619 graves and 1560 burials
representing a considerable cross-section of Nubian society are analyzed, placed
in the context of other discoveries at Sanam, and a chronological, hierarchical
and cultural framework reconstructed.
PB, 150p, b/w illus, 9781906137168, $39.95, 2010

The Territory w and Related Titles During the Middle
Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period
by Barbara Russo

This volume examines how the Ancient Egyptians understood the origins of evil
in the world - was evil present in creation from the very beginning, or did it
come about at some point after the first stage of the creation process. Kemboly
first surveys debates among Egyptologists, then re-examines Egyptian creation
accounts and hymns to the creator from the Old Kingdom Pyramid texts to
Graeco-Roman era inscriptions.
PB, 405p, 9781906137151, $70, 2010

This monograph is an in-depth study on the administrative title ‘district overseer’
(imy-r w) and the term ‘district’ or ‘rural district’ (w) in the Egyptian Middle
Kingdom (about 2050 to 1650 BC). The book contains detailed discussions on
the title holders and the attestations of ‘w’.
PB, 96p, 8 b/w pls, 9781906137182, $55, 2010
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The Griffith Institute has been at the heart of Egyptology at the University of Oxford
for over seventy years. It is home to two major research projects, the Topographical
Bibliography (Porter & Moss) and the Online Egyptological Bibliography (OEB).

Studies in Egyptian Syntax

Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian
Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Reliefs & Paintings

by B. Gunn, R. S. Simpson

VIII Objects of Provenance Not Know, part 4:
(Dynasty XVIII to the Roman Period)
by Bertha Porter

This volume, which is the fourth part of Topographical Bibliography VIII, Objects
of Provenance Not Known, presents accessible references for unprovenanced
stelae dating from Dynasty XVIII to the end of the Roman Period. The coverage
includes monuments in museums and private collections, as well as those
which have surfaced in sales and auctions only to disappear from sight once
again. Volume VIII, Parts 3 and 4, provide the first comprehensive survey of
unprovenanced stelae ever undertaken. The classification and dating is the
product of original research by Jaromir Malek, with assistance from Elizabeth
Fleming, Alison Hobby, and Diana Magee, as well as input from specialists in
many institutions. The number and range of the stelae open up many new
areas for further research, making possible an altogether fuller coverage of
the material than has been possible hitherto. This volume contains extensive
indices. The first seven volumes of the Topographical Bibliography list ancient
Egyptian monuments still in situ, those found in controlled excavations, or
those for which the original location can be established with certainty. There
are, however, enormous numbers of objects of unknown provenance, including
some of the greatest importance. Systematic records of excavations in Egypt
began in the 1860s, but digging for monuments had been going on for at least
half a century before that. Volume VIII complements Volumes I-VII by providing
access to this unprovenanced material. Parts 1-2, published in 1999, cover
statues of all periods. Part 3, published in 2007, covers stelae of the Early
Dynastic Period to the end of Dynasty XVIII.
HB, 9780900416903, $170, 2013

The Thrones, Chairs, Stools,
and Footstools from the
Tomb of Tutankhamun

Battiscombe Gunn’s Studies in Egyptian Syntax (1924) is one of the fundamental
works in Egyptian linguistics. The book, which has long been unobtainable, was
published when the author was working for Alan H. Gardiner, who was preparing
his renowned Egyptian Grammar (1st edn 1927, 3rd edn 1957). Gardiner
perceived the significance of Gunn’s work with its major discoveries, and he
incorporated a number of Gunn’s ideas in his own grammar. Gunn, however, was
a perfectionist who was reluctant to release his ideas for publication, and the
Studies did not include all the chapters he had written. Among Gunn’s papers,
now in the Griffith Institute, Oxford, are further studies, some that he had made
ready for publication and others nearly complete, that extend his approach
and coverage. R. S. Simpson has edited all Gunn’s studies that had reached
publishable form, adding half as much again to the material. The present book
is an unaltered reprint of Studies in Egyptian Syntax, followed by the hitherto
unpublished chapters. In his preface to the new material Dr Simpson outlines
his editorial principles, which include updating text citations to refer to today’s
editions. As he noted, Gunn’s work continues to be influential, both for his
interpretations and for his insistence on a corpus-based approach. The newly
available chapters will thus inform current debates about the Egyptian language
on several levels. This book is essential for understanding developments in the
interpretation of Classical and Late Egyptian, as well as presenting much that is
new and highly topical.
HB, 303p, 9780900416910, $120, 2012

Crowns in Egyptian Funerary
Literature

Concise Dictionary of Middle
Egyptian

by Katja Goebs

by R. O. Faulkner

by M. Eaton-Krauss

Publishes some of the most significant and
frequently illustrated objects from Tutankhamun’s
tomb. His gold throne, which figured prominently
in accounts of the tomb’s discovery, and the less
well-known inlaid ebony throne, have never left
Egypt because they are too delicate to travel.
HB, 148p, 75p of plates,
9780900416897, $150, 2008

Presents a new approach to analyzing the image of
ancient Egyptian kings and gods. The author studies
textual evidence rather than the often stereotyped
iconography, focusing on mentions of the king’s
White and Red Crowns and demonstrating that they
possess a wide-ranging symbolism that transcends
the terrestrial sphere to encompass the divine and
the cosmos, death and rebirth.
HB, 470p, 9780900416873, $130, 2008

Late Egyptian Grammar

Papyrus Harkness

2nd English Edition

by Mark Smith

by Friederich Junge

Friedrich Junge’s pioneering introduction to the
grammar of Late Egyptian, the language of the New
Kingdom, fills a longstanding gap in teaching works
for Ancient Egyptian. The author devotes special
attention to the language of papyri and ostraca
the texts of everyday life and uses examples and
exercises to familiarise the reader with the major
text categories.
HB, 392p, 9780900416859, $60, 2005

Written in AD 61, Papyrus Harkness is a nearcomplete demotic text originally owned by
a woman called Tanawerouw. The text itself
describes a series of mortuary rituals performed
for Tanawerouw, who died on February 16th AD 61.
This volume is the first complete edition of Papyrus
Harkness, and describes its appearance and state
of preservation.
HB, 366p, 9780900416842, $195, 2005

Containing 5400 carefully selected words most likely
to be encountered by students and scholars in the
course of their regular work on Egyptian texts. Each
entry gives the most common hieroglyphic form
of the word, accompanied by its transliteration,
translation, references to texts where it occurs,
its less usual hieroglyphic variants, and phrases in
which it is used.
HB, 349p, 9780900416323, $52, 1962 (reprint)

Topographical Bibliography
of Ancient Egyptian
Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues,
Reliefs and Paintings

The Topographical Bibliography of Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Reliefs and
Paintings, (also known as Porter & Moss) is an
essential and comprehensive reference resource
for Egyptologists, presenting and analyzing both
published and unpublished information about
ancient Egyptian monuments
Extensive backlist available to view at
www.oxbowbooks.com

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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Chronological Systems of Christian Nubia

Nubian Voices

Studies in Nubian Christian Civilization

by Grzegorz Ochata

by Adam Lajtar, Giovanni Ruffini & J van der Vliet

It has long been known that Christian Nubia used several dating methods, yet
only one of them, the lunar calendar, drew scholars’ more detailed attention. The
present book is the first comprehensive analysis of all attestations of counting
time in medieval Nubia known to date. It discusses nine different aspects of
keeping track of time, divided into two parts: ‘Annual dating methods’ and
‘Calendars’. The author on the one hand concentrates on indicating possible
directions of influence that governed the use of particular dating methods in
Nubia and on the other tries to prove the Nubians’ own inventiveness in this
field. Each chapter is supplied with a set of tables and maps faciliating the
comprehension of the collected material. The book should be used together
with an on-line resource for textual sources from Christian Nubia, ‘The
Database of Medieval Nubian Texts’, launched in October/November 2011 at
www.dbmnt.uw.edu.pl.
JJP Supplements 16
HB, 300p, 10 b/w maps, 9788392591955, $75, 2012

P. Bodmer I Recto

The book is a collection of articles dealing with various aspects of medieval
Nubian literacy. It contains eleven articles by an international group of scholars,
representing different areas of language studies (Greek and Latin epigraphy,
Coptology, Old Nubian studies). The articles contain both editions of new
textual finds and reconsiderations of well-known sources. The chronology of
the texts discussed in the book spans a few hundred years of medieval Nubian
history (from the 7th until the 15th century) and their topographical distribution
covers a large part of the Middle Nile Valley (from Qasr Ibrim in the north to
Banganarti in the south) and beyond (northern Kordofan). The typological
variety of the sources, with epitaphs, sepulchral crosses, legal documents,
visitors’ inscriptions, and dipinti on pottery, provides an insight into the richness
of the Christian Nubian civilization.
JJP Supplements 15
HB, 262p, 45 b/w illus, 1 map, 9788392591948, $75, 2011

Qasr Ibrim

A Land List from the
Panopolite Nome in Upper
Egypt (after AD 21 3/4)

Late Egypt and Her
Neighbours

The Greek and Coptic
Inscriptions Published
on Behalf of the Egypt
Exploration Society

by Tomasz Derda

Foreign Population in Egypt in
the First Millennium BC
by Jan Krzysztof Winnicki
& Dorota Dzierzbicka

by A. Lajtar,
& J. van der Vliet

In its collection, Bibliotheca Bodmeriana possesses
a papyrus, whose verso contains Books V and VI of
the Iliad. The document published in this volume
was written on the recto of the papyrus, which was
subsequently used to make copies of the Iliad.
JJP Supplements 14
HB, 200p, 50 b/w figs, 9788392591931, $85, 2010

Moines et Communautes
Monastiques en Egypte,
IVe–VIIIe siecles

This book contains the publication of the Greek
and Coptic inscriptions that were brought to light
during archaeological work on the site of Qasr
Ibrim (Egyptian Nubia) carried out by the Egypt
Exploration Society from 1963 onwards.
JJP Supplements 13
HB, 330p, 90 figs, 9788392591924, $115, 2010

Jan Krzysztof Winnicki passed away in February
2009. This volume, translated by Dorota Dzierzbicka,
represents the past twenty years of his research on
the foreigners of Egypt. Foreign ethnic groups have
been present in the Nile Valley throughout the
entire history of Egypt but information about them
is scarce.
JJP Supplements 12
HB, 645p, 9788392591917, $120, 2009

Deir el-Naqlun

The Journal of Juristic
Papyrology

edited by Tomasz Derda

by Tomasz Derda, Adam Łajta
& Jakub Urbanik

The Greek Papyri, Volume II

by Ewa Wipszycka

For the past few decades Ewa Wipszycka has been
working on the history of monastic communities in
Egypt in late Antiquity, addressing especially their
institutional, social and cultural aspects. This book
presents the results of her life-long research on
the subject. The chapters include: Les sources. La
géographie monastique.
JJP Supplements 11
HB, 687p, 9788392591900, $120, 2009

The volume contains some twenty Greek texts
on papyrus and ostraca, both theological and
documentary, found during the excavation carried
out by the Polish Archaeological Mission (directed
by Prof. Wlodzimierz Godlewski) at Deir el-Naqlun,
a monastic complex at the Fayum, Egypt.
JJP Supplements 9
HB, 176p, 9788391825082, $90, 2008

Contains articles in papyrology, epigraphy, Roman
law, as well as history of Graeco-Roman and
Byzantine Egypt. JJP also regularly includes review
articles and bibliographic overviews.
Contact the Oxbow sales team for subscription
information.
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The Decree of Sais

Alexandria and the NorthWestern Delta

by A. S. von Bomhard

Joint Conference Proceedings of
Alexandria: (Oxford 2004) & The
Trade and Topography of Egypt’s
North-West Delta (Berlin 2006)

La stèle de Ptolémée VIII
Évergète II à Héracléion
by C. Thiers

edited by D. Robinson & A. Wilson

von Bomhard presents an edition of the stela found
during underwater excavations in the Abukir Bay, at
the site of ancient Thonis-Heracleion, and inscribed
with the Decree of Sais. The text is a parallel to that
inscribed on another stela found at Naucratis at the
turn of last century.
OCMA Monograph 7
HB, 200p, 99 col & b/w illus,
9781905905232, $90, 2012

This monograph contains the joint proceedings of
the first two conferences organised by the OCMA.
23 papers cover land-based and underwater
excavation and survey in the area of the NorthWestern Nile Delta, principally concerning the cities
of Alexandria and Heracleion-Thonis.
OCMA Monograph 5
HB, 300p, over 200 b/w & col illus,
9781905905140, $90, 2010

The Naos of the Decades

Geoarchaeology

by A S Von Bomhard

by J-D Stanley

Underwater Archaeology in
the Canopic Region in Egypt

This monograph presents the almost completely
reconstituted Naos of the Decades with an
excellent set of photographic images.
OCMA Monograph 3
HB, 289p, 9781905905041, $90, 2008

Underwater Archaeology in
the Canopic Region in Egypt

Presenting the geoarchaeological analysis of the
Aboukir Bay by the Smithsonian Institute. This
study outlines the reasons for the submergence of
the ancient coast line through detailed analysis of
geological core samples.
OCMA Monograph 2
HB, 128p, 9780954962746, $100, 2007

Presenting a translation, commentary and
interpretation of the bilingual monumental Stele of
Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II, which stood in the temple
district of Heracleion-Thonis in the North-Western
Nile Delta of Egypt.
OCMA Monograph 4
HB, 140p, 19 col illus, 9781905905058, $80, 2009

Topography and Excavation
of Heracleion-Thonis and
East Canopus (1996–2006)
by Franck Goddio

This book presents the first topographic outline of
the city of Heracleion and the nearby Ptolemaic
and Byzantine sites, all currently being excavated
underwater in the Bay of Aboukir. This volume is
the product of ten years of survey and excavation.
OCMA Monograph 1
HB, 136p, col illus, 9780954962739, $104, 2007

Sex and Gender in Ancient Egypt

Through A Glass Darkly

edited by Carolyn Graves-Brown

by Kasia Szpakowska

Don Your Wig for a Joyful Hour

New research on an essential but often controversial aspect of life in Dynastic
Egypt. Its originality lies in combining research which uses Egyptology’s
traditional strengths, philological and iconographic, with reflections on material
culture and on the discipline of Egyptology itself. The authors are internationallyrecognized authorities in their fields.
HB, 233p, b/w illus, 9781905125241, $100, Classical Press of Wales, 2008
Table of Contents:
Introduction (Carolyn Graves-Brown); The Problem of Female Rebirth in New
Kingdom Egypt: The Fragmentation of the Female Individual in Her Funerary
Equipment (Kathlyn M. Cooney); Queering Sex and Gender in Ancient Egypt
(Thomas A. Dowson); Power on their own: gender and social roles in provincial
New Kingdom Egypt (Terence DuQuesne); ‘People vs. P. Turin 55001’ (Jiri Janak
and Hana Navrátilová); Breaches of Cooperative Rules. Metaphors and Parody
in ancient Egyptian love songs (Renata Landgráfová); Rules of Decorum and
Expressions of Gender Fluidity in Tawosret’s Tomb (Heather Lee McCarthy);
Boasting about Hardness: Constructions of Middle Kingdom Masculinity (R.
B. Parkinson); Queer Egyptologies of Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep (Greg
Reeder); Did Women ‘Do Things’ in Ancient Egypt? (Circa 2600-1050 BCE)
(Carolyn Routledge); The Bearded Woman and the Queen. The Formation and
Transformation of Female Divine Classifiers (Racheli Shalomi-Hen); Gender and
Requests in New Kingdom Literature (Deborah Sweeney).

Magic, Dreams and Prophecy in Ancient Egypt

Magic, dreams and prophecy played important roles in ancient Egypt, as recent
scholarship has increasingly made clear. In this volume, eminent international
Egyptologists come together to explore such divination across a wide period.
HB, 274p, b/w illus, 9781905125081, $90, Classical Press of Wales, 2006
Table of Contents:
The Social Context of Magic in the 3rd Millennium & Middle Kingdom (John
Baines); The End is Near (Leonard Lesko); Corn Mummies: “Amulets of Life”
(Maria Costanza Centrone); The Spitting Goddess and the Stoney Eye: Divinity
and Flint in Pharaonic Egypt (Carolyn Graves-Brown); Magic, Dreams and
Prophecy in Egyptian Narrative Literature (Alan B. Lloyd); Nocturnal Ciphers in
the Ancient Near East: Egyptian Dream Exegesis from a Comparative Perspective
(Scott Noegel); In Search of the Sorcerer’s Apprentice (Daniel Ogden); Sinuhe’s
Dream (Richard B. Parkinson); A black cat from right, and a scarab on your head:
New sources for Ancient Egyptian Divination (Joachim Quack); The Dreams of
the Twins of St. Petersburg (John Ray); ‘and each staff transformed into a snake’
The Serpent Wand in Egyptian Magic (Robert K. Ritner); A Lost Dream Episode
(Anthony J. Spalinger); Introduction: Tomorrow is Yesterday (Kasia Szpakowska)
Entangled or Connected: The power of knots and knotting in Ancient Egypt
(Willemina Wendrich).

View full details including contents listings on our website – visit www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc
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DAVID BROWN BOOK COMPANY
Coptic Culture

More titles distributed by DBBC in Egyptology
The Ancient Egyptian Tale of
Two Brothers

Paste, Present and Future

Marguerite Nakhla

Legacy to Modern Egyptian Art

A Mythological, Religious,
Literary and Historico-Political
Study

edited by Mariam Ayad

by Marcos A. Marcos, Helene
Moussa & Carolyn M. Ramzy

by Susan Tower Hollis

Papers from a conference on Coptic Culture. The
themes are; The Egyptian roots of Coptic culture;
How do we know what we know: Archaeological
Sites and Museum Collections; Aspects of Early
and Medieval Coptic Culture: Case Studies; Current
Trends in Coptic Studies; and Coptic Culture Today
and where it’s heading.
HB, 300p, 9781935488279, $45, Coptic Orthodox
Church Centre at Shephalbury Manor, 2012

Golden Shrine, Goddess
Queen

What is the meaning of this story from antiquity,
so similar in form to the European folktale? Using
comparative analysis, the author makes a major
contribution to our understanding of a story that
has puzzled folklorists for almost 140 years. At the
same time, she constructs a model for examining
ancient narratives, neither denying their cultural
context nor allowing it to impede understanding.
PB, 239p, 29 b/w illus, 9780977409426, $24.95,
Bannerstone Press, 2008

This book reproduces and discusses eighty of
Marguerite Nakhla’s works. St. Mark’s Coptic
Museum is fortunate to have a series of six biblical
scenes in folkloric style in which she reinvented
early Coptic art in modern form. Her legacy is that
of an accomplished artist who used her technical
skills to create a compelling repertoire of paintings
and icons.
PB, 141p, 90 col pls, 9780981272603, $39.95, St
Mark’s Coptic Museum, 2009

My Heart My Mother

Egypt in England

Death and Rebirth in
Ancient Egypt

by Alison Roberts

by Chris Elliott

by Alison Roberts

Here ancient Egypt’s feminine anointing mysteries
and how these are reflected in both royal art
and ritual life are explored. The book also traces
their subsequent influence in early Christianity. It
includes many striking color illustrations, which
are closely integrated within the text.
PB, 160p, 69 col & 10b/w illus, 9780952423324,
$45, Northgate Publishers, 2008

Egypt and Beyond

Essays Presented to Leonard
H. Lesko upon his Retirement
from the Wilbour Chair
of Egyptology at Brown
University, June 2005

This title looks at many different aspects of
Egyptian religion from the role of Hathor-Sekhmet,
the serpent eye goddess in the cult of Osiris, to the
reliefs in the temple at Abydos, and more general
discussions of temple life, ancestor ritual, death,
rebirth and regeneration.
PB, 272p, 170 b/w illus, 9780952423317, $35,
Northgate Publishers, 2000

This is the first detailed guide to the use of the
Egyptian style in architecture and interiors in
England. Fully illustrated, it combines a series
of topic essays giving the architectural and
Egyptological background to the use of the style
with a guide allowing sites to be located, and
explaining what can still be seen.
PB, 336p, 59 b/w & 4 col illus, 9781848020887,
$50, English Heritage, 2012

Ancient Egyptian Vessels in
the State Pushkin Museum
of Fine Art, Moscow

Khepereru-Scarabs

Scarabs, Scaraboids, and
Plaques from Egypt and
the Ancient Near East in
the Walters Art Museum,
Baltimore

by Stevlana T. Hodjash

by Peter der Manuelian et al.

by Regine Schulz

In June of 2005, Leonard Lesko retired after 23
years as Wilbour Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Egyptology at Brown University. In
recognition of his many contributions to the field
of Egyptology, 24 colleagues from around the
world, and from several fields of ancient studies,
contributed articles to a festschrift in his honor.
HB, 371p, 9780980206500, $90,
Brown University, 2008

This volume is a catalogue of the vessels (ceramic,
stone, glass, metal) in the museum’s collection.
PB, 160p, 46 illus, 9781892840035, $52,
Halgo Inc., 2005

Hours of Infinity

Giza Mastabas VIII

by John Kannenberg,
Marc Weidenbaum
& Terry G Wilfong

by Peter der Manuelian

Recording the Imperfect
Eternal

The holdings of the Walters Art Museum of scarabs
from ancient Egypt and the ancient Near East are
published here for the first time. Although scarabs
and other related objects from the minor arts field
were well-known and appreciated, their systematic
research began only in the last decades.
PB, 186p, 21 pls, 9781892840042, $52,
Halgo Inc., 2007

Table of Offerings

Mastabas of Nucleus
Cemetery G 2100, Part 1:
Major Mastabas G 2100–2220

Hours of Infinity is the catalogue of an exhibition
and performance by artist John Kannenberg at
the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology and the Work
Gallery in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Kelsey Museum Publications
PB, 64p, 3 b/w & 53 col illus, 9780974187365, $12,
Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, 2012

West of the Great Pyramid at Giza, the Fourth
Dynasty pharaoh Khufu laid out scores of mastaba
tombs for the elite members of ancient Egyptian
society. Specific clusters of tombs seem to form
architectural and archaeological units, prompting
the modern division of the Giza Necropolis into
discrete nucleus cemeteries.
Giza Mastabas 8, HB, 530p, col illus, 9780878467549,
$150, Museum of Fine Arts Boston, 2009

17 years of collecting Egyptian
and Ancient Near Eastern Art
by W. K. Simpson

This publication includes fifty-two objects that were
acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts’ Egyptian
Department under the curatorship of William Kelly
Simpson.
PB, 59 b/w & 4 col illus, 9780878462803, $13,
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, 1987

Use discount code 563-13 to receive a 20% discount
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British Institute
for the Study of Iraq
Ivories from Rooms SW11/12 and T10 Fort
Shalmaneser

Your Praise is Sweet

A Memorial Volume for Jeremy Black from Students,
Colleagues and Friends

by Georgina Hermann
& Stuart Laidlaw

edited by Eleanor Robson,
Heather D. Baker & Gabor Zolyomi

Fifty years have passed since the British School of Archaeology in Iraq raised the
last ivory from the soil of Fort Shalmaneser. Literally thousands were found. Ivories
from Nimrud VII, Ivories from Rooms SW11/12 and T10 completes the publication of
the assemblages in the Fort, as far as records permit. The ivories of Room SW11/12
are similar in character to those of Room SW37 and probably represent another
consignment of booty, while those of T10 in the Throne Room block include pieces
from all four traditions, as well as some entirely new ones.
With the primary publication completed, it is now possible to look at these
remarkable ivories as a whole rather than studying them by provenance, as is
discussed in detail in the commentary. Not surprisingly, it immediately becomes
apparent that the majority can be assigned to the Phoenician tradition. There are
at least twice as many Phoenician ivories than the other Levantine and Assyrian
ivories. They form, therefore, an incredible archive, recording the lost art of the
Phoenicians, long famed as master craftsmen.
The Phoenician ivories can be divided into two; the finest, the Classic Phoenician,
often embellished with delicate, jewel-like inlays, and the other examples still clearly
Phoenician in style and subject. While the Classic pieces were probably carved in a
single center, possibly Tyre or Sidon, the others would have been carved in a variety
of different Phoenician centers, located along the Mediterranean seaboard.
The ivories found at Nimrud present a unique resource for studying the minor
arts of the Levantine world.
Ivories from Nimrud VII
HB, 2 vols, 1,384p, 9780903472296, $180, 2013

This volume is intended as a tribute to the memory of the Sumerologist Jeremy
Black, who died in 2004. The Sumerian phrase zà-mí-zu dug-ga-àm ‘Your praise
is sweet’ is commonly addressed to a deity at the close of a work of Sumerian
literature. The scope of the thirty contributions, from Sumerology to the
nineteenth-century rediscovery of Mesopotamia, is testament to Jeremy’s
own wide-ranging interests and to his ability to forge scholarly connections and
friendships among all who shared his interest in ancient Iraq.
HB, 472p, 9780903472289, $70, 2010

Once There Was a Place

Settlement Archaeology at Chagar Bazar, 1999–2002
by A. McMahon, C. Colantoni,
J. Frane & A. Soltysiak

This volume presents the research of the British team within the modern
excavations at the northern Mesopotamian site of Chagar Bazar, resumed in 1999
after a 62-year hiatus since the excavations of Max Mallowan. It incorporates
settlement archaeology approaches and theoretical ideas of “place” in
exploring the site and its internal and external landscapes. The primary focus
is the settlement during the early 2nd millennium BC (Old Babylonian Period,
post-Samsi-Addu), its final ancient occupation.
PB, 428p, 88 illus, 9780903472272, $50, 2010

Ivories from Nimrud VI

New Light on Nimrud

edited by Georgina Herrmann,
H. Coffey & Stuart Laidlaw

by J. E. Curtis et al.

Ivories from the North West
Palace (1845–1992)

Proceedings of the Nimrud
Conference 11th-13th March
2002

Coins of the Holy Land

The Abraham and Marian
Sofaer Collection at the
American Numismatic Society
and the Israel Museum
by Ya’akov Meshorer et al.

The great, ninth century palace which Ashurnasirpal
II (883–859) built at his new capital of Kalhu/
Nimrud has been excavated over 150 years by
various expeditions. Each has been rewarded with
remarkable antiquities, including the finest ivories
found in the ancient Near East, many of which had
been brought to Kalhu by the Assyrian kings.
HB, 444p, 138 b/w & 24 col illus,
9780903472265, $150, 2009

Excavations at the important Assyrian capital city of
Nimrud have continued intermittently since 1845,
culminating with the discovery of the tombs of the
Assyrian queens with astonishing quantities of gold
jewellery. All aspects of the excavations and the
various finds and inscribed material are considered
in this volume, with particular attention being paid
to the tombs of the queens and their contents.
HB, 312 illus, 9780903472241, $80, 2008

Coinage of the Caravan
Kingdoms

Coinage of the Caravan
Kingdoms

by Martin Huth

edited by Martin Huth
& Peter van Alfen

Ancient Arabian Coins from
the Collection of Martin Huth

Built over the last 20 years, the Martin Huth
collection of pre-Islamic coins covering all parts
of the Arabian Peninsula represents the largest
assembly of such material ever put together,
exceeding by far the holdings of existing Museum
collections. 480 coins are fully described and
illustrated on more than 70 plates.
Ancient Coins in North American Collections 10
HB, 188p, 70 illus, 9780897223188, $150, 2011

Studies in Ancient Arabian
Monetization

This volume represents the first comprehensive
look at ancient Arabian coinage in toto since
George Hill’s 1922 British Museum catalogue.
Numismatic Studies 25
HB, 560p, 9780897223126, $250, 2010

The Abraham and Marian Sofaer collection consists
of 4,000 coins and related objects produced by
the peoples who inhabited the Holy Land from the
Persian period in the 5th and 4th centuries BCE
through the Crusader Kingdom in the 13th century
of the modern era.
Ancient Coins in North American Collections 8
HB, 588p, 238 plates, 9780897222839, $190, 2013

Coins of the Seleucid Empire
in the Collection of Arthur
Houghton, Vol II
by Oliver Hoover

After more than two decades of assiduous study
and the collection of new material, the time has
come for a sequel to Arthur Houghton’s Coins of
the Seleucid Empire in the Collection of Arthur
Houghton (ACNAC 4). This new work publishes for
the first time in one place all 900 coins and related
objects in Houghton’s New Series collection.
Ancient Coins in North American Collections
HB, 247p, 9780897222990, $75, 2007
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The Institute exists to promote and undertake archaeological research in Turkey and
the Black Sea littoral. Currently it is sponsoring some 12 fieldwork projects ranging
from the Neolithic through Classical and Byzantine to Ottoman.

Çatal Research Project Vols 7-10
(Sold Seperately)

The Balboura Survey and Settlement in
Highland Southwest Anatolia
by J. J. Coulton

The Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük in Turkey has been world famous since the
1960s when excavations revealed the large size and dense occupation of the
settlement, as well as the spectacular wall paintings and reliefs uncovered
inside the houses. Since 1993 an international team of archaeologists, led by
Ian Hodder, has been carrying out new excavations and research, in order to
shed more light on the people who inhabited the site.

The Balboura Survey, conducted between 1985 and 1994, investigated the
settlement history of a small district in the ancient region of Kabalia in the
mountains of southwestern Turkey. Although the survey’s focus was on the
Hellenistic-Early Byzantine city of Balboura and its western territory, the
fieldwork revealed significant prehistoric occupation, and the project included
research into Ottoman and recent settlement.

Çatalhöyük Excavations: the 2000-2008 seasons

Vol. 1: Balboura and the history of highland settlement

Çatal Research Project Vol 7, BIAA Monograph 46
300p, 350 illus, 9781898249290, $120, NYP – due 2013

This first volume of the final publication analyses settlement in the survey
area from the Chalcolithic to the 20th century, placing it in the context of the
adjoining districts. Major themes include:

Çatalhöyük excavations: Humans and Landscapes
of Çatalhöyük excavations
Çatal Research Project Vol 8, BIAA Monograph 47
320p, 300 illus, 9781898249306, $120, NYP – due 2013

Substantive technologies at Çatalhöyük:
reports from the 2000-2008 seasons

Çatal Research Project Vol 9, BIAA Monograph 48
300p, 300 illus, 9781898249313, $120, NYP – due 2013

Integrating Çatalhöyük: themes from the 2000-2008 seasons
Çatal Research Project Vol 10, BIAA Monograph 49
180p, 70 illus, 9781898249320, $90, NYP – due 2014

Canhasan Sites 3

Canhasan I, The Small Finds

- the relation of the local prehistoric sites to the long-lived cultures to the north
and east, and to the sparse evidence for settlement along the coast to the south;
- Balboura’s foundation by immigrant Pisidians around 200BC, and the new pattern
of small agricultural settlements which came with it, exploiting land up to 1700m;
- the city’s attachment to the Roman province of Lycia, its adoption of the civic
culture of Hellenistic and Roman Anatolia, and the interplay of alternative
ethnicities – Kabalian, Pisidian, Lycian and Roman;
- subsistence, climate, and the stability of Balboura’s rural settlement pattern
through nearly 1000 years.
- the balance between pastoral and settled occupation from the prehistoric
period through to the present day.
BIAA Monograph 43, HB, 2 vols, 252p, illus., 9781898249221, $160, 2012

At Empire’s Edge

Tille Höyük 3.1. The Iron Age

by Roger Matthews, Claudia Glatz
& Thomas F. Matthews

by Stuart Blaylock

Project Paphlagonia Regional
Survey in North-Central Turkey

by David French

Following the publication of the stratification and
structures (Canhasan Sites 1) and of the pottery
(Canhasan Sites 2), the primary aim here is to
present a descriptive account and catalogue of the
registered small-finds.
HB, 210p, 110 illus, 9781898249245, $90, 2010

The Madra River Delta

More than 330 sites of archaeological and historical
significance were located and recorded. The sites
range in date from early prehistoric to Ottoman,
and include Palaeolithic camp-sites, Chalcolithic
and Early Bronze Age settlements and cemeteries,
fortified defensive sites of the Hittite and other
periods and far more.
BIAA Monograph 44, HB, 293p,
288 b/w & 24 col illus, 9781898249238, $100, 2009

Introduction, Stratification and
Architecture

Presents the structures and stratigraphy of the
important Iron Age sequence at Tille Höyük, a
mound at a crossing of the Euphrates in eastern
Turkey.
BIAA Monograph 41
HB, 224p, 159 b/w illus,
9781898249207, $120, 2009

Anatolian Studies

Regional Studies on the
Aegean Coast of Turkey,
1: Environment, Society
and Community Life from
Prehistory to the Present
by K. Lambrianides & N. Spencer

Results presented here shed important new light on
environmental changes in this part of the Anatolian
coastal region, on their long-term impact on the
inhabitants of the Delta, and on the cultural ties
between the Delta and the island of Lesbos from the
prehistoric to the Roman period.
BIAA Monograph 35
HB, 158p, 45 b/w & 65 col illus, 9781898249191,
$100, 2008

Anatolian Studies contains articles focused on
Turkey and the Black Sea littoral in all academic
disciplines within the arts, humanities, social
sciences and environmental sciences as related to
human occupation and history.

For more titles and to order
visit our website
www.oxbowbooks.com/dbbc

Back issues up-to volume 61 are available.
Volume 62 onwards available from
Cambridge University Press.
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Landscape and Interaction
Troodos Survey Vol 1
Methodology, Analysis and
Interpretation
by M. Given, V. Kassianidou,
A. Bernard Knapp & J. Noller

The TAESP project explored the complex and dynamic
relationship between landscape and people over
12,000 years in the Troodos mountains. This volume
presents the archaeology, material culture, geography
and environmental record of the survey area, producing
a series of chronological and thematic analyses of the
interaction between people and landscape.
Levant Supplementary Series 14, HB, 400p,
b/w & col illus, 9781782971870, $90, NYP – 2013

Landscape and Interaction
Troodos Survey Vol 2
The TAESP Landscape

by M. Given, V. Kassianidou,
A. Bernard Knapp & J. Noller

The second of two volumes presents an areaby-area analysis of the fieldwork and research
undertaken by the Troodos Archaeological and
Environmental Survey Project (TAESP) in the
Troodos Mountains of Cyprus.
Levant Supplementary Series 15
HB, 296p, b/w and col illus,
9781782971887, $76, NYP – due 2013

Later Prehistory of the
Badia

The Medieval and Ottoman
Hajj Route in Jordan

by A. V. G. Betts, D. Cropper,
L. Martin & C. McCartney

edited by A. Petersen

Excavation and Surveys in
Eastern Jordan, Volume 2

The Jordanian badia is an arid region that has been
largely protected from modern development by its
extreme climate and has preserved a remarkably
rich record of its prehistoric past. This is the second
of two volumes to document extensive surveys and
excavations in the region from Al-Azraq to the Iraqi
border over the period 1979–1996.
Levant Supplementary Series 11
HB, 240p, 9781842174739, $96, 2013

Culture, Chronology and the
Chalcolithic
edited by J. Lovell & Y. Rowan

An Archaeological and
Historical Study

As one of the five pillars of Islam the pilgrimage
to Mecca (the Hajj) is central to the life of all
Muslims. This book documents the archaeological
and architectural remains which line the Hajj route,
paying particular attention to the forts and cisterns
built and maintained by the Ottoman rulers from
the 16th century onwards.
Levant Supplementary Series 12
HB, 9781842175026, $104, 2012

Landscapes in Transition
by Bill Finlayson & Graeme
Warren

Beyond the Fertile Crescent

Late Palaeolithic and Neolithic
Communities of the Jordanian
Steppe Azraq Project
edited by Andrew Garrard

This is the first published volume of the Azraq
Project, a large-scale archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental survey and excavation
project undertaken between 1982 and 1989 in the
ecologically diverse sub-region of the Azraq Basin
in north-central Jordan: an area rich in Palaeolithic
and Neolithic archaeology.
Levant Supplementary Series 13
HB, 448p, 9781842178331, $90, NYP – due 2013

Umm al-Biyara

Excavations by Crystal-M.
Bennett in Petra 1960–1965
by Piotr Bienkowski

Umm al-Biyara, the highest mountain in Petra,
southern Jordan, was the first Iron Age Edomite
site to be extensively excavated. It was a domestic,
unwalled site of stone-built longhouses dating
to the 7th–6th centuries BCE. The stratigraphy,
pottery, small finds and inscribed material are
described here.
Levant Supplementary Series 10
HB, 160p, 183 b/w illus, 9781842174395, $70, 2011

Tourists, Travellers & Hotels
in 19th-Century Jerusalem
On Mark Twain & Charles
Warren at the Mediterranean
Hotel
by R. L. Chapman III, S. Gibson
& Y. Shapira

To some, the Chalcolithic (4700/4500–3700/3600
BC cal.), as the first period with metallurgy, large
sprawling villages, rich mortuary offerings, and cult
centers, represents a developmental stage on the
road to the urban Bronze Age, the “dawn of history”.
Others have called it ‘the end of prehistory’.
Levant Supplementary Series 9
HB, 208p, 87 b/w & col illus,
9781842179932, $80, 2011

The Levant in Transition
by Peter J. Parr

Papers focusing on archaeological approaches
to landscape in the context of the adoption of
agriculture in Southwest Asia and Northwest
Europe.
Levant Supplementary Series 8
PB, 248p, 9781842174166, $70, 2010

Mapping Jordan through
Two Millennia

A study of the rise of tourism in the Holy Land,
focused on the study of a particular hotel, the
Mediterranean, for which the surviving evidence is
particularly good.
Palestine Exploration Fund Annuals 11
HB, 304p, 9781907975288, $78, NYP – due 2013

Stone Vessels in the Levant
by Rachael Sparks

by John Bartlett

The latter part of the 3rd millennium BC witnessed
severe dislocations in the social, economic and
political structures in the Levant. While in the
south, urban centers disappeared and were
replaced by pastoral settlements, in the north new
towns rose to prosperity and cultural achievement.
Palestine Exploration Fund Annuals 9
HB, 128p, illus, 9781904350996, $96, 2009

This book shows how travellers and scholars since
Roman times have put together their maps of the
land east of the River Jordan.
Palestine Exploration Fund Annuals 10
HB, 175p, illus, 9781905981403, $96, 2008

Examining stone vessels in the Levant during
the 2nd millennium BC, the author explores
the links between material culture and society
through a comprehensive study of production
and distribution. Extensively illustrated with 100
drawings, maps and charts, a full object catalogue
is also included.
Palestine Exploration Fund Annuals 8
HB, 512p, 9781904350972, $198, 2007
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& more titles distributed by DBBC in the
Ancient Near East
Excavations at Kilise Tepe,
1994–98

Excavating Çatalhöyük

Edited by David Thomas
& J. Nicholas Postgate

by Ian Hodder

by Ian Hodder

Ian Hodder’s campaigns of excavation at the worldfamous Neolithic settlement of Çatalhöyük are one
of the largest, most complex, and most exciting
archaeological field projects in the world and
recognized as agenda-setting not only in terms of
our understanding of early farming communities in
the Near East, particularly role religion played.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 688p, 32 illus, 9781902937274, $138, 2007

Volume 5 deals with aspects of the material culture
excavated in the 1995–99 period. In particular it
discusses the changing materiality of life at the
site over its 1100 years of occupation. It includes a
discussion of ceramics and other fired clay material,
chipped stone, groundstone, worked bone and
basketry.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 506p, 9781902937281, $120, 2006

From Bronze Age to Byzantine
in Western Cilicia

These two volumes report on five seasons’
excavation and four millennia of occupation at
Kilise Tepe, from the Early Bronze Age through
the rise and fall of the Hittite Empire and into the
Byzantine era when the mound was crowned by a
substantial church.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 244p, 527 b/w & 58 col illus,
9781902937403, $190, 2007

Çatalhöyük Perspectives

Inhabiting Çatalhöyük

by Ian Hodder

by Ian Hodder

Themes from the 1995–99
Seasons

Changing Materialities at
Çatalhöyük

South, North and KOPAL area
reports from the 1995–99
seasons

Reports from the 1995–99
Seasons

Excavations at Tell Brak 4

Reports from the 1995–99
seasons

Exploring an Upper
Mesopotamian Regional
Centre, 1994–1996.
by Roger Matthews
& Wendy Matthews

This volume, number six in the Çatalhöyuk
Research Project series, draws on material from
Volumes 3 to 5 to deal with broad themes. Data
from architecture and excavation contexts are
linked into broader discussion of topics such as
seasonality, art and social memory.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 246p, 9781902937298, $75, 2006

Petra Great Temple
Volume I & II

Volume 4 deals with various aspects of the
habitation of Çatalhöyük. Part A embarks on a
discussion of the relationship between the site and
its environment; Part B focusses on human remains
while Part C looks at the sediments at Çatalhöyük,
exploring ways in which houses and open spaces in
the settlement were lived in.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 446p, 9781902937229, $125, 2005

Tell Brak in Syria is one of the largest and most
important multi-period sites in northern
Mesopotamia. Excavations in 1994–1996 cast new
light on everyday life at the settlement through
several phases of occupation from the early 4th
millennium BC to the 2nd millennium BC.
McDonald Institute Monographs
HB, 512p, 326 b/w illus, 9781902937168,
$135, 2003

Persian Responses

Brown University Excavations
1993–1997 (vol I)
Archaeological Contexts of the
Remains and Excavations (vol II)

The Greek World under
Ottoman and Western
Domination

Political and Cultural
Interaction within the
Achaemenid Empire

by Dimitris Arvanitakis
& Paschalis M. Kitromilides

edited by Christopher Tuplin

by M.S. Joukowsky

Each volume sold seperately

A generation ago the Achaemenid Empire was a
minor sideshow within long-established disciplines,
marginalised by scholars. While this has started to
change, Achaemenid specialists are still apt to talk
amongst themselves. This volume aims to give a
professional but non-specialist audience some taste of
the variety of subject-matter and discourse available.
HB, 374p, 9781905125180, $89.50,
Classical Press of Wales, 2007

Vol I: HB, 390p, 9780966802405, $100, Brown
University, 2007
Vol II: HB, 437p, many color and b/w illus.,
9780979744808, $100, Brown University, 1998

From Ishtar to Aphrodite

Papers aim to explore the multiple realities formed
in Greek lands over the years between two crucial
chronological termini: 1453 and 1821/1830. These
dates may have been established as milestones in
the historical trajectory of Greek society and culture,
but they also represent two watershed moments of
seminal importance for all of European history.
PB, 135p, illus, 9780977659838, $20,
Hellenic Museums Shop, 2008

Building a New Rome

3200 Years of Cypriot
Hellenism

Eurasian Prehistory

The Roman Colony of Pisidian
Antioch (25 BC-300 AD)

edited by S Hadjisavvas

edited by Ofer Bar-Yosef
& Janusz K Kozlowski

edited by E. K. Gazda, D. Y. Ng
& U. Demirer

In Greek mythology, Cyprus is considered the
birthplace of Aphrodite. Tracing an Eastern symbol
in the origins of Aphrodite, so quintessentially
Greek, symbolizes Cyprus’ role as the easternmost
bastion of Hellenism and the island’s ability to
assimilate the numerous cultural influences to
which it was exposed over the centuries.
PB, 146p, col & b/w illus, 9780977659883, $10,
Hellenic Museums Shop, 2003

The essays in this volume bring to bear the
latest scholarly and technological trends in
archaeological research to shed new light on the
site of Pisidian Antioch in west-central Turkey.
Kelsey Museum Publications 5
PB, 220p, 168 b/w illus, 9780974187341, $35,
Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, 2011

This journal is a joint venture endorsed by the American
School of Prehistoric Research at the Peabody Museum
of Archaeology and Ethnology and the Institute of
Archaeology at Jagiellonian University in Poland. The
aim of this journal is to publish lengthy site reports
with many illustrations and other data-based articles
on aspects of the paleolithic and neolithic of Eurasia.
Latest volume: PB, 336p, illus, 9788392325963,
$25, Peabody Museum Publications
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Since 1969 The Society for Libyan Studies has fostered and developed links
between British and Libyan scholars in a wide range of fields including the
natural sciences, linguistics, archaeology, history and geography.

The Archaeology of Fazzan, Vol. 4

Excavations at Old Jarma (Ancient Garama)
by Claud Williams & Russell McGuirk

This is the concluding volume of the Archaeology of Fazzān series, bringing to
press the combined results of two Anglo-Libyan projects in southern Libya: the
pioneering work of Charles Daniels between 1958 and 1977 and the Fazzān
Project directed by David Mattingly between 1997 and 2001. The investigations
carried out by these two projects allow an entirely new reconstruction and
understanding of the historic desert societies of the Libyan Sahara. In particular,
the work has shed light on the ancient people known to Greco-Roman writers as
the Garamantes, who are now revealed to have been a sophisticated state, with
permanent towns and villages and an economy based on oasis agriculture and
Saharan trade. This volume presents the results of excavations and survey work
at the site of Old Jarma, identifiable with the Garamantian capital, Garama,
that also had a long after-life in Medieval and Early Modern times. The Fazzān
Project revealed an extraordinary urban story, spanning 10 major construction
phases that extended from c.400 BC to the AD 1930s. The detailed publication
of the complex stratigraphic evidence and the accompanying finds assemblages
opens a fascinating window on the cultural heritage and lifeways of a central
Saharan oasis.
Society for Libyan Studies Monograph 9
HB, $160, 2013

Tripolitania

Cyrenaica
by Philip Kenrick

This is the second volume in this series, which was launched to great acclaim in
2009. Cyrenaica (known to the Arabs as the Jabal Akhdar, the Green Mountain)
has a terrain which resembles that of Greece or western Turkey. It was settled at
an early date by Greeks and subsequently was part of the Roman and Byzantine
empires before the advent of the Arabs. Each of these civilizations has left its
mark on the landscape, not only at the locations of the major cities on the
coast, but also at a host of lesser towns and villages whose ruins still dot the
countryside. All are described and explained in a comprehensive gazetteer. This
volume contains historical background, from prehistory until the Italian invasion
in 1911, regional maps, site plans, drawings and reconstructions of individual
buildings, museum layout plans and guides to displays, navigating instructions,
with GPS coordinates for most sites and lavish photography in color.
Libya Archaeological Guides
PB, 368p, 223 figs, 9781900971140, $32.95, 2013

Archaeology of Fazzan Vol. 2

Site Gazetteer, Pottery and other Survey Finds

by Philip Kenrick

by David J. Mattingly

This is the first in a new series of guides to the archaeology of Libya, from
prehistoric times until the invasion of the Bani Hilal in AD 1051. It describes
and explains the sites in a comprehensive gazetteer, packed full of plans and
photographs, and with GPS coordinates and directions for visiting.
Libya Archaeological Guides
PB, 232p, 113 illustrations, 9781900971089, $26.95, 2009

The Libyan Desert

Natural Resources and Cultural Heritage

This is the second volume in a projected series of four reports detailing the
combined results of two Anglo-Libyan projects in Fazzan, Libya’s south-west
province. It presents some of the key archaeological discoveries in detail,
including a richly illustrated gazetteer of sites discovered and the first attempt
at a full-scale pottery type series from the Sahara.
Society for Libyan Studies Monograph 7
HB, 581p, 9781900971058, $85, 2007

Christian Monuments of Cyrenaica
by J. B. Ward-Perkins, R. G. Goodchild & Joyce Reynolds

edited by David J. Mattingly, Sue McLaren, Elizabeth Savage,
Yahya al-Fasatwi & Khaled Gadgood

This volume draws attention to the link between the benefits that Libya draws
from its Saharan resources (oil, gas, water, minerals and tourism) and the
need to safeguard and record aspects of its cultural heritage. The book also
details important developments in Saharan studies and shows how these can
contribute to modern planning and development of the desert regions.
Society for Libyan Studies Monograph 6
PB, 338p, 111 figs, 13 tabs, 9781900971041, $60, 2006

Here accounts of 44 monuments, 35 of them certainly churches are published,
together with plans of each made by professional architects after survey on the
ground, drawings of some details and a considerable number of photographs,
together with a draft overview of the buildings techniques used.
Society for Libyan Studies Monograph 4
HB, 462p, 376 figs, 2 maps, 9781900971010, $135, 2003
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Since 1969 The Society for Libyan Studies has fostered and developed links
between British and Libyan scholars in a wide range of fields including the
natural sciences, linguistics, archaeology, history and geography.

Light Car Patrols 1916-19

War and Exploration in Egypt and Libya with
the Model T Ford

Snakes, Sands and Silphium
Travels in Classical Libya
by Paul Wright

by Claud Williams & Russell McGuirk

Captain Claud Williams’ memoir tells, first-hand, what it was like to be a Light
Car Patrol commander during the First World War, while Russell McGuirk’s
commentary provides the historical background to the formation of the
Patrols and follows their activities from the British raid on Siwa Oasis to desert
exploration and survey work and the Kufra Reconnaissance Scheme. Lavishly
illustrated with original photographs from Light Car officers, this combined
memoir and history provides a fascinating and informative picture of an unsung
hero of the desert – the Model T Ford.
PB, 288p, 120 figs, 2 maps, 9781900971157, $42.95, 2013

Archaeology of Fazzan, Volume 3
Excavations of C.M. Daniels
edited by David J. Mattingly

The Archaeology of Fazzan is a major series of reports on the archaeology
and history of Libya’s south-west desert region. This volume contains reports
and analysis on a series of excavations carried out between 1958 and 1977 by
the British archaeologist Charles Daniels, lavishly illustrated by site plans and
numerous color photographs – particularly of the rich artifact assemblages
recovered.
Society for Libyan Studies Monograph 8
HB, 641p, 492 figs, 64 tables, 9781900971102, $100, 2010

Travellers in Turkish Libya 1551-1911
By John Wright

Egypt, Carthage and other African civilizations are well documented but the land
and people between them are less well known yet also worthy of consideration.
This collection of extracts from classical authors on subjects relating to ancient
Libya presents more than fifty writers from Homer to the end of the Roman Empire
and provides an eclectic mixture of descriptions of Libya, its people, flora, fauna,
climate, geography and episodes in its history as presented by politicians, poets,
philosophers, priests, historians and soldiers, both native and foreign.Newly
translated and illustrated with a variety of photographs, maps, line drawings
and specially commissioned illustrations, with a comprehensive glossary and
suggestions for further reading and research, the book is suitable for both the
general reader and the specialist.Readers are invited to dip in and enjoy whatever
may take their fancy… voyages of exploration, the many uses of silphium, romantic
poetry, the horrors of war, the dangers posed by snakes and scorpions, the exploits
of kings and emperors, strange native customs, farming the desert and many other
topics in both the texts and the illustrations which inform and amuse. Snakes, Sands
and Silphium is an excellent introduction to ancient North African, complements
any travel guide, and provides context for the archaeologist and historian.
PB, 272p, 29 figs, 9 maps, 9781900971126, $26.95, 2011

War and Politics in the Desert

Britain and Libya during the Second World War
by Saul Kelly

From Tripoli to the ancient ruins of Leptis Magna, from the slave markets to the
farthest reaches of the Sahara: here is a mosaic of unknown places, handed
down to us by the foreign visitors and travelers who experienced them first
hand over four centuries (1550-1911). European consuls (and their sisters and
wives), archaeologists, explorers, sailors and colonizers have all left colorful
accounts of their Libyan experiences. Almost fifty contributors bring a fresh
perspective to a country that has fascinated foreigners for millenia.
PB, 240p, 21 figs, 2 maps , 9781900971133, $26.95, 2011

The Emergence of Libya

In recent years there has been a renewed interest in the “War in the Desert”,
that epic struggle of the Second World War between Axis and Allied forces for
control of North Africa, from 1940 to 1943. For the first time, Kelly describes the
political background to the future of the Italian colony of Libya, and the tribes,
sects and factions dwelling in Cyrenaica, Tripolitania and the Fezzan, and their
fundamental importance in the development of Libya towards independence
in 1951.
PB, 256p, 33 figs, 5 maps, 9781900971096, $29.95, 2010

Wheels Across the Desert

Exploration of the Libyan Desert by Motorcar 1916–
1942

by John Wright

by Andrew Goudie

In September 1969 Moammar Gadafi seized power in Libya in a military coup.
Here John Wright has made this selection from his own shorter writings which
examine and explain Libya’s complex and troubled past - the historical interplay
of events, influences and personalities that helped to shape the modern state.
Topics include why Mussolini accepted the ‘Sword of Islam’ in Tripoli in 1937
and why Libya had such an easy passage to independence in 1951.
PB, 368p, 1 map, 9781900971065, $28, 2009

In between the search for the Poles, the climbing of Everest and the Space
Race, the exploration of the Sahara - a huge swathe of terrain, the size of India
- by motor car is one of the untold chapters in the story of twentieth-century
exploration. Many people have become fascinated by this area since falling in
love with the scenery of ‘The English Patient’.
PB, 205p, 55 figs, 12 maps, 9781900971072, $19.95, 2008
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Based in central London, publications focus on the Arabia Peninsula countries and
related regions and topics. AP books are researched, edited designed and produced
to the highest standards, to appeal to both scholars and general readers.

Living to Some Purpose

Yes, The Arabs Can Too

Memoirs of a Secular Iraqi and Arab Statesman

by Mohamed Bin Issa Al Jaber & Michael Worton

by Adnan Pachachi & Peter Sluglett

Often described as Iraq’s elder statesman, Dr Adnan Pachachi has enjoyed one
of the longest and most distinguished political careers of modern times, both
domestically and on the world stage.
In a life spanning nine decades, he has served his country as Ambassador to the
United Nations and as Foreign Minister, and has worked tirelessly to establish
a secular and anti-sectarian political culture in Iraq. At the UN, where he was
an eloquent advocate of the Palestinian cause, he was much admired for his
mastery of procedure and his formidable debating skills.

Much has been written about the role and presence of the Arabs in the world at the
beginning of this millennium, and their ability to meet the challenges overwhelming
our planet. This new book penetrates to the heart of the Arab situation by a new
route, hitherto uncharted. The author gives us a practical and precise summary of
his own contemporary Arab experience from an intercontinental perspective. It is a
translation of the Arabic original, first published in 2009. It therefore pre-dates the
events of the ‘Arab Spring’ and other recent upheavals but its insights are nonetheless
valid, and are just as applicable to the Arab world today as they were four years ago.
HB, 176p, 9780957106093, $40, NYP - due 2013

The Principles of Arab Navigation
edited by William Facey and Anthony R. Constable

In 1969, a few months after the Ba‘athist government took power in Baghdad, he
resigned from the Iraqi foreign service while at the United Nations in New York.
He would not see his country again for thirty-four years. At the invitation of Sheikh
Zayed, he took up residence in Abu Dhabi where, until 1993, he played a central
role in establishing the United Arab Emirates as a newly independent state.
In 1991 he re-engaged with Iraqi politics when he became involved with the
expatriate opposition. In 2003, at the age of eighty, he made the courageous
decision to return to Iraq in the aftermath of the US invasion and the fall of
Saddam Hussein. He became a member of the Governing Council, its President
in January 2004, a member of the Interim National Council in 2004–05, and a
member of the Iraqi Parliament from 2006 to 2010.
In this honest and affecting memoir, in which he combines the political with the
personal, Dr Pachachi charts the course of his lifelong dedication to democratic,
pluralist, tolerant and civilized values.
HB, 240p, 17 photographs, 9780957106031, $50, 2013

Sea of Pearls

Seven Thousand Years of the
Industry that Shaped the Gulf
by Robert A. Carter

Throughout History, the Indian Ocean has been a zone of interaction between far-flung
civilizations served by ports, and connected with the Mediterranean by the Gulf and
Red Sea. Bringing together six scholars specializing in the maritime history and culture
of the Arabs , this book makes a new and vital contribution to the study of a nautical
culture that has hitherto not received its due share of attention. Drawing on source
material such as the guides by the renowned southern Arabian navigators Ahmad ibn
Majid and Sulayman al-Mahri in the 15th and 16th centuries AD, as well as surviving
logbooks of dhow captains in the early 20th, the volume covers the principal ideas,
techniques, instruments and calculations used.
HB, col illus throughout, 9780957106017, $70, 2013

Encountering Islam

Joseph Pitts: An English Slave
in 17th-century Algiers and
Mecca

Seen in the Yemen

Travelling with Freya Stark and
Others
by Hugh Leach

by Paul Auchterlonie

Since Antiquity the natural pearls of the Gulf
have been famed as the finest, most lustrous and
most plentiful that the world can offer. Lavishly
illustrated, this book covers in unprecedented detail
the history, development, conduct, florescence
and catastrophic collapse of the industry in the
early 20th century.
HB, 364p, illus, 9780957106000, $190, 2012

Sons of Sindbad
by Alan Villiers, William Facey,
Yacoub Al-Hijji & Grace Pundyk

Alan Villiers (1903–82), the Australian sailor and
maritime historian, first made a name for himself as
an adventurer in the 1920s and 1930s by combining
his seafaring skills with his talent as a pioneering
photojournalist. He visited Arabia in 1938 because he
was certain that he was living through the last days
of sail. At Aden, Villiers found an Arab dhow master
prepared to take on a lone Westerner as a crewman.
PB, 480p, illus, 9780955889462, $40, 2010

Long before European empires came to dominate
the Middle East, Britain was brought face to face
with Islam through the activities of the Barbary
corsairs. This book tells the fascinating story of one
Englishman’s experience of life within a Muslim
society, as both Christian slave and Muslim soldier.
HB, 368p, illus, 9780955889493, $96, 2012

Yemen is justly famed as one of the world’s most
dramatically beautiful countries. Seen in the Yemen
brings the people, architecture and landscapes of
this ancient culture alive to the reader through
the medium of the author’s remarkable black-andwhite photographs, taken in the 1970s, and here
reproduced in duotone.
HB, 308p, illus, 9780955889455, $90, 2011

Kuwait and the Sea

Roads to Nowhere

by Yacoub Yusuf Al-Hijji

by John Harding

A Brief Social and Economic
History

Though inhabited for millennia, Kuwait began
to emerge as an Arab shaikhdom relatively late.
Entering the historical record during the early 18th
century as a junction of caravan and sea routes, it
quickly grew to be a commercial rival to Basra at
the head of the Gulf.
HB, 228p, illus, 9780955889448, $60, 2010

A South Arabian Odyssey,
1960–1965

A candid account of the author’s experiences as a
young British colonial officer who served in South
Arabia during the critical years leading up to
Britain’s headlong departure in 1967. It describes
a bizarre world of outsize colonial characters and
desert adventure, during Aden’s moment of glory
as the Hong Kong of the Middle East.
HB, 336p, illus, 9780955889424, $60, 2009
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A registered charity, set up to commemorate the death at the age of 45 of Elias John
Wilkinson Gibb, the trust’s objective is to promote the study and advancement of research
into the history, literature, philosophy and religion of the Turks, Persians and Arabs.

Abbasid Studies IV

A History of Ottoman Poetry

edited by Monique Bernards

New Paperback Editions
by E. J. W. Gibb

This volume explores the immense achievements of the ‘Abbasid age through
the lens of Mediterranean history. When the Umayyad caliphs were replaced
by the ‘Abbasids in 750, and the Arab capital moved to Baghdad, Iraq quickly
became the centre not only of an imperium but also of a culture built on the
foundations of the great civilizations of antiquity: Greece, Rome, Byzantium and
Persia. Debunking popular misconceptions about the Arab conquests, Amira
Bennison shows that, far from seeing themselves as purging the ‘occidental’
culture of the ancient world with a ‘pure’ and ‘oriental’ Islamic doctrine,
the ‘Abbasids perceived themselves to be as much within the tradition of
Mediterranean and Near Eastern empire as any of their predecessors. Like
other outsiders who inherited the Roman Empire, the Arabs had as much
interest in preserving as in destroying, even while they were challenged by the
paganism of the past. The practice of supplying textiles with inscriptions is well
known in Egypt from Pharaonic times onwards. Nevertheless systematic studies
on inscribed fabrics were neglected until the mid-1990s, when they almost
simultaneously caught the interest of various scholars. This richly illustrated
volume is a compilation of what is known on the subject so far. It concentrates
on textiles of the first millennium Ad, a period of changing cultures, religions
and languages in Egypt, mirrored by the Greek, Coptic, and Arabic inscriptions
on the fabrics. The emphasis lies on the historical, linguistic, sociological and
artistic aspects of these textiles. Numerous fabrics from international collections
are also introduced, while further articles deal with radiocarbon dating and the
technical aspects of research.
HB, 9780906094983, $70, NYP – due 2013

Libertinism in Medieval
Muslim Society and
Literature
by Zoltan Szombathy

This book is about an aspect of mediaeval
Arabic culture and literature known in Arabic
as mujùn (roughly ‘libertinism, licentiousness,
frivolity, indecency, profligacy, shamelessness,
impertinence’, etc.).
HB, 256p, 9780906094617, $80, NYP – due 2013

The World of Murtada alZabidi

The History of Ottoman Poetry, first published in six volumes between 1900
and 1909, was the principal product of E.J.W. Gibb’s devotion to Ottoman
Turkish literature. By the time of his early death in 1901 only the first volume
had appeared in print. The remainder was almost complete and was seen
through the press by Gibb’s friend and literary executor, the Persian scholar E.
G. Browne. The History was designed to provide the first extended account in
English of Ottoman literature. The first four volumes cover four developmental
phases, largely under the influence of Persian literature, from around 1300 to
the middle of the nineteenth century. The fifth volume introduces the ‘New
School’ of Ottoman poetry produced in Gibb’s own era and inspired by French
models. The sixth volume contains in Ottoman printed script the texts of all
works quoted in English translation in the previous volumes. No comparable
study has appeared in English since Gibb’s magnum opus. His History of
Ottoman Poetry has become a classic work which is still widely referred to and
valuable for students, scholars and anyone with a general interest in Middle
Eastern literature and culture.
Volume I, 1300–1450 – PB, 472p, 9780906094181, $40, 2013
Volume II, 1450–1520 – PB, 9780906094198, $40, 2013
Volume III, 1520–1600 – PB, 400p, 9780906094396, $40, 2013
Volume IV, 1700–1850 – PB, 376p, 9780906094587, $40, 2013
Volume V, 1859– – PB, 258p, 9780906094594, $40, 2013
Volume VI, Turkish Texts – PB, 9780906094624, $40, 2013
Complete Set: PB, 9781909724266, $190, 2013

Late Antiquity: Eastern
Perspectives

Medieval Islamic swords and
swordmaking

edited by Teresa Bernheimer
& Adam J. Silverstein

by Robert G. Hoyland
& Brian Gilmour

In the past four decades since the field of late
antique studies began to gather real momentum,
scholars have debated the place of early Islam
within the late antique world. Late Antiquity:
Eastern Perspectives aims to firmly situate Iran
within the broader world of the late antique period.
HB, 176p, 4 b/w illus, 9780906094532, $78, 2012

The treatise “On swords and their kinds” was written
by the 9th century Muslim philosopher Ya’qub
ibn Ishaq al-Kindi. This work was commissioned
by a powerful patron of scholarship, the Abbasid
caliph Mu’tasim, and the content of the treatise
presumably reflects the ruler’s general interest in
his army and its equipment, and his specific interest
in the technical aspects of sword production.
PB, 200p, 12 b/w illus, 9780906094570, $60, 2012

Takhyil

Averroes

The Imaginary in Classical
Arabic Poetics

by Stefan Reichmuth

Tahafut al Tahafut (The
Incoherence of the
Incoherence)

by G.J. van Gelder & M Hammond

by Simon van den Bergh

Murtada al-Zabidi was a Humanist scholar and a
Muslim, whose twelfth-century writings are here
examined in the context of their geographical and
historical setting.
HB, 288p, 9780906094600, $100, 2009

Takhyil is a term from Arabic poetics denoting
the evocation of images. It has a broad spectrum
of connotations throughout classical philosophical
poetics and rhetoric, and it is closely linked to the
Greek concept of phantasia.
HB, 304p, 9780906094693, $85, 2008

Ibn Rushd, known to Christian Europe as Averroes,
came from Córdoba in Spain and lived from 1126
to 1198. He is regarded as the last great Arab
philosopher in the Classical tradition, and, under
the patronage of the Almohad ruler Abu Ya’quib
Yusuf, was a very prolific one.
E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Series 19
PB, 630p, 9780906094563, $60, 2008
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Medina Publishing are specialists in Middle Eastern and equestrian titles. Their field
of expertise lies in Arab and Islamic affairs, particularly in the Gulf Region for which
the Holy City of Medina is a focal point.

ASIL: Photographic Studies
of the Purebred Arabian
Horse

The Nabataeans

A Brief History of Petra and Madain Saleh
by David Tschanz

by Tariq Dajani

There’s something instantly recognizable about the photography of Tariq
Dajani. It’s a combination of what he photographs and his curiosity in seeking
a personal connection with this subject, captured using modern photographic
methods which nonetheless invoke something of the Old Masters of painting.
With Asil: Photographic Studies of the Purebred Arabian Horse, Dajani presents
a series of beautifully observed and mastered photographs. These poetic
portraits contain an elusive quality that draws the eye in, as he attempts to
penetrate further into the nature and personalities of his subjects. His work is
contemporary by virtue of the medium, yet he is a purist by heart, displaying
intellectual depth and classical realism. Asil is the Arabic word signifying purity,
nobility and authenticity and is used to describe the purebred Arabian Horse. It
is a word that could equally describe Dajani’s photography. Although this book
cannot do justice to the original prints, it has been produced to the highest
possible standards and will undoubtedly find a place in the homes of all lovers
of the horse and those who appreciate beauty in art and nature.
HB, 112p, 51 illus, 9780957023383, $99, 2013

The Purebred Arabian Horses of Iraq
Myths and Realities

by Dr. Mohammad Al-Nujaifi

For the first time, the story of Iraq’s purebred Arabian horses is recounted in
words and pictures by a prominent Iraqi whose family has been breeding horses
for generations, since the family migrated north from Arabia with their prize
horses to settle on the grasslands around Mosul in northern Iraq in the 17th
century. Dr Mohammed Al-Nujaifi has a deep understanding of the purebred
desert Arabian horse, its origins, history and qualities, and his narrative corrects
the Western-held belief that Arabian horses were bred and admired primarily
for their beauty. It is speed, he argues, that has always been the essential
characteristic sought and developed over millennia by the Arabs. The recent
resurgent interest in Arabian horse racing, not only throughout the Middle East
but in Europe and North America, is testimony to this truth. Mohammed AlNujaifi has taken a leading role in encouraging the sport of Arabian horse racing
and currently owns, trains and races more than fifty prize-winning Arabians. In
2010 and 2011, according to statistics of the International Federation of Arabian
Horse Racing Authorities (IFAHR) he was ranked as the world’s number one
Arabian racehorse owner. The book begins with the origins of the Arabian horse
in pre-Islamic history and brings the story up the present day, and includes
the history and current status of flat racing in Iraq. The final chapter focuses
on the influence of the Iraqi Arabian on breeding programs around the world.
Richly illustrated with recent photographs and many hitherto unpublished and
historic images, the author writes with passion about the Arabian horses of Iraq,
of the challenges faced by the breed in recent turbulent times and presents a
unique and informed Arab perspective of the qualities of the purebred desert
Arabian horse, one that is sure to spark controversy and debate among Western
enthusiasts of the breed.
HB, 240p, 89 illus, 9781909339019, $65, 2012

The Nabataeans were ancient peoples of Arabia, whose civilization was
headquartered at Petra. Their loosely controlled trading network covered
the borderland between Syria and Arabia, from the Euphrates to the Red Sea.
Incredibly wealthy from trade, they were significant regional players. Herod
Antipas, for example, was married to a Nabataean princess. The Roman emperor
Trajan annexed the Nabataean kingdom in the beginning of the 2nd century
AD. Their distinct culture, easily identified by their characteristic finely-potted
painted ceramics, became dispersed in the general Greco-Roman culture and
was eventually lost. ‘The book is not intended as a substitute for any of the
commercially available guidebooks on Petra. Instead it is meant to help the
reader understand the whys, wherefores and whens of these fascinating people,’
explains the author. ‘What I wanted was a book that would relate Petra and
Madain Saleh to the Nabataeans’ story in terms of present day scholarship. The
problem with Nabataean history is that they left no records of their own and a lot
of scholarly research is simply well informed educated guess work that has had to
be revised several times.’ This new title was published on the 200th anniversary
of the first European to describe the historic Nabataean site of Petra. What makes
this book unique is that it provides a popular and accessible account of the two
major Nabataean sites: Petra in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan as well as its
important sister city of Madain Saleh in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Both are
UNESCO World Heritage sites, and the author knows them intimately. This book
will provide visitors to both the Saudi Arabian and Jordanian sites more substance
than found in a guidebook of listings and pictures. It should also appeal to students
and anyone with an interest in one of the last great puzzles of history.
PB, 212p, 72 illus, 9780957023314, $22.95, 2012

Royal Heritage

The Story of Jordan’s Arab Horses
by HRH Princess Alia Al Hussein & Roger Upton

This book tells the story of the Arab horse in Jordan, from the early days of the
Bedouin tribes to the 21st century. The work is richly illustrated with paintings,
drawings and rare photographs from old archives and private collections, as
well as up-to-date portraits of the Stud and its horses. Peter Upton gives an indepth account of the horses themselves; the breeding, lineage and preservation
of the hugely important Jordanian bloodlines.
HB, 312p, 161 illus, 9780956417046 , $65, 2011

The Call of Shaykh Muḥammad bin ‘Abdal-Wahhab
and the Three Saudi States
The Emergence of Modern Saudi Arabia
by Sultan Ghalib Al-Quaiti

This book attempts to trace and explain the rise, fall - then rise and fall again
- and rise of the Saudi polity in the Arabian Peninsula, and explores the role
played throughout these events by Shaykh Muhammad bin Abdal-Wahhab and
his ‘Call’ for religious and social reform. Supported by maps and illustrations, the
book is a fascinating eye-opener and historical reference, bringing almost all the
known original indigenous Arabic and other source material into full purview.
HB, 456p, 172 illus, 9780956708168, $75, 2012
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Wings Over Arabia
by Roger Harrison

The World of the Tahawy Bedouin and their
Purebred Arabian Horses
by Bernd Radtke & Kirsten Radtke

On 2 June 2006, a team of three gliders, one chase plane, support crew and
all-terrain vehicles gathered at a fiercely hot and dusty airfield 50 kilometers
outside Riyadh, the capital city of Saudi Arabia. The pilots, two Saudi Princes
and the British ex-Special Forces officer who had trained them on the Stemme
gliders to be flown, were about to make gliding history by flying in a great
circular route round the western half of Saudi Arabia, over some of the harshest
and most unforgiving desert terrain in the world. In Wings Over Arabia,
Roger Harrison, writer, photographer and long-time resident of the Kingdom,
chronicles this modern version of a ‘royal progress’ over the wild and desolate
deserts, the Red Sea coast and the mountainous south-western region of the
Kingdom. The stunning photographs - many unique since the flight paths passed
over areas never before or since open to non-military aircraft - are accompanied
by entertaining text covering every step of this unique journey. Additional
narrative and ground-level photos of the features below the gliders supplement
many of the aerial sequences. This first-hand account of an historic and often
dangerous exploit constitutes a unique document and is essential reading for
everyone with a love of adventure or an eye for beauty. It will appeal to aviators,
photographers, geographers, travelers and teachers - and all those who hold
Saudi Arabia dear, be they nationals, visitors or ‘old Saudi hands’ who having
lived and worked in the Kingdom, reflect on their time spent the Islamic holy
land with fondness.
HB, 112p, 9780956417077, $59.99, NYP - due late 2013

The Tahawy Bedouin have been famed breeders of pure-bred Arabian horses for
centuries. They roamed the Nejd of the Arabian peninsula until a wave of tribal
migration nearly a millennia ago took them through the Levant and North Africa
until they settled in their present homeland: Sharqiya and the Salihiya desert
region of Lower Egypt. The Tahawy’s horses have been an integral part of their
history, their lives dependent on the strength, stamina and courage of their
steeds. As breeders of Arabian horses for more than 35 years, Bernd and Kirsten
Radtke became involved with the Tahawy in early 1980 when Sheikh Soliman
Abd el Hamid Eliwa el Tahawy approached them, to assist with laying down a
written record and stud book of his forefather’s horses. His aim was to redress
the past injustice of the pure-bred Tahawy lines going unrecognized. For several
decades Bernd and Kirsten Radtke painstakingly and methodically researched and
preserved for posterity the details of the tribe, their way of life, their long history
and their pure-bred Arab horses, hawks, camels and desert hunting hounds. The
resulting work is a momentous achievement. It provides an enthralling account
of Bedouin daily life, tells of the Bedouin’s love for their falcons and salukis and
their care in breeding them, and provides a glimpse into the fading memories
and half-forgotten traditions of centuries past. The work contains more than 30
original pedigrees from the 1880s onwards, in Arabic and English, as well as many
hitherto unpublished and rare photographs, and first-hand accounts by the Tahawy
Sheikhs and their descendants. With unique research and images, bloodlines and
memorabilia, the story is brought right up to date with contemporary pictures,
making the work a timely and invaluable record for enthusiasts of the Arab horse
and other noble desert beasts as well as of appeal to historians and anthropologists
and those with an interest in the rich cultural heritage of the Arab world.
HB, 224p, 9780956708151, $49.99, 2013

Mohammed Alsubeaei

Kalila & Dimna

by Huda Alsubeaei & Gene Heck

by Ramsay Wood

A Journey Of Poverty And Wealth

The astonishing pace of change – social, political and economic – in Saudi Arabia
during the 20th century forms a backdrop to the story of this extraordinary man.
A fervent patriot, he played a crucial role in helping to shape the emerging
Kingdom into the strong nation that it is today. Illustrated throughout, the life
and times of Mohammed Alsubaeai are told jointly by his daughter Huda and
the Arabist and scholar the late Gene Heck, whose last work this is.
HB, 160p, 82 illus, 9780956417039, $14.95, 2010

Fables of Conflict and Intrigue

Kalila and Dimna or The Panchatantra is a multi-layered, inter-connected and
variable arrangement of animal stories, with one story leading into another,
sometimes three or four deep. This is the second volume in Wood’s trilogy of
ancient, inter-connected animal fables following the first published by Saqi in
2008 as Kalila and Dimna: Fables of Friendship and Betrayal. Of all the ancient
Indian story classics,these animal fables, derived from the Hindu Panchatantra
and Buddhist Jatakas, have traveled furthest in world literature.
PB, 256p, 32 illus, 9780956708106, $17.95, 2013

Hidden in the Sands

Discovering Islamic Art

by Frances Gillespie & Faisal Al-Naimi

by Mary Beardwood

Uncovering Qatar’s Past

A Childrens’ Guide With Activity Sheets

The first book of its kind to be published for a general readership from
youngsters upwards, this is the fascinating, fun and educational story of Qatar’s
heritage and the exciting discoveries being made by archaeologists. Hidden
beneath the sand and sea and revealed on rocks are the clues which explain
why this ancient land has been such a key region throughout history. Here you
can follow the detective work of archaeologists and discover Qatar’s rich past.
Available in English and Arabic.
PB, 48p, 121 illus, 9781909339064 - English text,
9781909339033 - Arabic text, $19.95, 2013

Aimed at a readership age of eight years and above, Discovering Islamic Art
simply and concisely introduces the fundamental elements of this huge subject
- calligraphy, arabesques and geometric patterns. It also features painting,
pottery, architecture, astrology, landscapes and cityscapes, woodwork and
metalwork, arms and armor, science and inventions, manuscripts and books,
and every page is generously illustrated. With each topic is included an activity
sheet to encourage further engagement, to help children have fun and to
remember more.
Spiralbound, 9781909339040, $19.95, 2013
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Since 1970 Professor Nasser D Khalili has assembled, under the auspices of The
Khalili Family Trust, a number of impressive art collections in a broad range of fields.
Combined, The Khalili Collections comprise some 25,000 objects.

The Art of Adornment

Jewellery of the Islamic Lands,
Parts 1 and 2, 2013
by Michael Spink, Jack Ogden,
J.M. Rogers
& Mark G. Kramarovsky

The Collection provides an unrivalled resource
for the study of Islamic jewellery, with nearly 600
catalogued pieces in gold, silver and copper alloys,
of all periods from the 7th to the 20th centuries
and from throughout the Islamic world – Spain to
Malaysia, and Africa to the Eurasian steppes.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XVII
HB, 2 vols, col illus throughout,
9781874780861, $250, 2013

Glass

From Sasanian Antecedents
to European Imitations

The Decorated Word

Qur’ans of the 17th to 19th
centuries (Parts 1 & 2 sold
separately)
by J.M. Rogers, M. Bayani,
A. Contadini & T. Stanley

Two volumes devoted to Qur’an manuscripts
produced in the period after 1600. Part 1 deals
mainly with Ottoman, Iranian and Indian Qur’ans of
the 17th and 18th centuries while Part 2 covers the 19th
century in Iran and the Ottoman Empire.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art IV
Part 1 – HB, 272p, 9781874780540, $180, 1998
Part 2 – HB, 300p, 9781874780762, $180, 2007

Paintings from India
by Linda York Leach

Jewelled and Enamelled
Objects from the 16th to 20th
Centuries
by Henrietta Sharp Crockrell et al.

The nearly 200 Indian jewelled and enamelled
luxury objects add significantly to the corpus of
Mughal art. Most other collections hold mainly later
or post-Mughal pieces but the Khalili Collection
includes outstanding objects from 17th- and early
18th-century royal Mughal workshops.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XVIII
HB, 316p, col illus throughout,
9781874780724, $180, 2010

Lacquer of the Islamic Lands
(Parts 1 & 2 sold separately)
by Nasser D. Khalili, B.W. Robinson
& Tim Stanley

by Sidney M. Goldstein

Catalogue of more than 300 examples of preIslamic and Islamic glass objects that are held in
the Khalili Collection.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XV
HB, 248p, col illus throughout,
9781874780502, $180, 1999

Gems and Jewels of Mughal
India

This is the second volume of rare books and
miniatures in the Khalili collection and is devoted to
painting in India under the Mughals. The material
ranges from the early 16th to the late 19th centuries
and includes 76 illustrated manuscripts, album
pages and detached miniatures, many of which
were commissioned by Mughal emperors.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art VIII
HB, 260p, col illus, 9781874780571, $180, 1998

The Khalili collection contains probably the largest
collection of Islamic lacquer in the world, including
bookbindings, pen boxes, caskets and mirror
cases. Part 1 follows the history of Islamic lacquer
from the late 15th century onwards, whilst Part 2
concentrates on lacquers from Iran in the Qajar
period (1779–1924).
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XXII
Part 1 – HB, 276p, 9781874780625, $180, 1996
Part 2 – HB, 272p, 9781874780632, $180, 1997

Occidentalism

Science, Tools and Magic

The Art of the Pen

Islamic Art in the 19th century

by Francis Madison,
Ralph Pinder-Wilson
& Emilie Savage-Smith

by Nabil F. Safwat

by Stephen Vernoit

A catalogue of 188 objects and a series of essays
illustrate the issues facing Islamic artists and their
patrons, the balancing of traditional values with
modern ideas.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XXIII
HB, 256p, col illus throughout,
9781874780649, $180, 1997

Fully illustrated in color, this fascinating catalogue
of the Nasser D. Khalili collection’s scientific
apparatus offers a wonderful insight into the
astronomical, medical and domestic wisdom of
Islamic civilisations.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XII
HB, 2 vols, 440p, col illus throughout,
9781874780595, $250, 1996

Cobalt and Lustre

The Arts of War

by Ernst Grube et al.

by David Alexander

The First Centuries of Islamic
Pottery

This is the first of a two-volume catalogue of the
ceramic holdings in the Khalili Collection – nearly
2000 objects that represent over a millennium of
production from all over the Muslim world.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art IX
HB, 348p, full col throughout,
9781874780588, $180, 1995

Arms and Armour of the 7th
to 19th centuries AD

The arms and armor in the Khalili Collection
range in date from the 7th to the 19th centuries.
Particularly important, however, are a group of belt
fittings from the medieval period which convey the
role of ceremony among the military classes of the
Islamic world.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art XXI
HB, 240p, col illus throughout,
9781874780618, $180, 1992

Calligraphy of the 14th to 20th
Centuries AD

This is the most comprehensive study yet made of
Islamic calligraphy, examining many fundamental
aspects of a calligrapher’s activity for the first time.
The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art V
HB, 248p, full col throughout,
9781874780557, $180, 1996

Arabic Documents from
Early Islamic Khurasan
by Geoffrey Khan

Thirty two legal and administrative documents from
a private archive of a family from north-eastern
Afghanistan, datable between AH 138 and AH 160
(AD 755–777).
Studies in the Khalili Collection 5
HB, 184p, col illus throughout,
9781874780717, $46, 2005
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The Pindar Press has been publishing books in the fields of art history and archaeology
since 1981. Pindar has established its reputation through the Selected Studies in the
the History of Art series in which they present the work of major scholars.

Studies in the Decorative
Arts of the Muslim World

Studies in the Islamic
Decorative Arts

Studies in the Islamic Arts of
the Book

by Ernst Grube

by Robert Hillenbrand

by Robert Hillenbrand

A selection of twelve previously published papers
by Ernst Grube which examine specific materials
used in Islamic decorative arts. Six papers examine
pottery and tiles, one considers Ilkhanis stucco
work as represented in the mausoleum of the
Shaykh Muhammad ibn Bakran and four explore
the decorative arts of the Timuris period.
HB, 518p, 324 illus,
9780907132790, $500, NYP – due 2014

Studies in Byzantine, Islamic
and Near Eastern Silk
Weaving.

Islamic artists channeled their energies not into
easel painting and large-scale sculpture, but rather
into what Western scholars, obeying a very different
hierarchy of art forms, rather disparagingly termed
the “decorative arts” or even “the minor arts”.
HB, 574p, 343 illus,
9781904597506, $300, NYP – due 2013

The studies collected in this volume, some of them
rather difficult to access, date mostly from the last
fifteen years and focus primarily on Persian book
painting of the 14th to the early 16th centuries. In
this period, Iran dominated the art of book painting
in the Islamic world.
HB, 556p, 258 illus, 9781904597490, $300, 2013

Studies in Medieval Islamic
Architecture, Volume 2

Studies in Medieval Islamic
Architecture, Volume I

by Robert Hillenbrand

by Robert Hillenbrand

by Anna Muthesius

This volume complements Anna Muthesius’ two
earlier ground-breaking volumes in the field of silk
as material culture: Studies in Byzantine and Islamic
Silk Weaving and Studies in Silk in Byzantium. The
publication highlights the fact that similar patterns
of selection were at work in the acquisition of silks
by secular and ecclesiastical bodies.
HB, 446p, 235 illus, 9781899828418, $300, 2008

Studies in Islamic Painting
by Ernst Grube

A collection of studies, published over three
decades, which deal with the materials, issues and
problems of Islamic painting ranging from 10thcentury Egypt, Ottoman Turkey to 19th-century
Persia.
HB, 547p, 438 illus, 9780907132622, $300, 1995

Studies in Islamic Art

This is the second of two volumes which consider
in detail the art and architecture of Islam, from
Spain to India, from the 7th century to the present
day. This volume reflects Hillenbrand’s principal
interest: the architecture of Iran during the Seljuq
period (11th to 12th centuries).
HB, 556p, 258 illus, 9781899828159, $300, 2006

This is the first of two volumes to consider in detail
the architecture of Islam, from Spain to India, from
the 7th century to the present day. Hillenbrand’s
particular interests are Iranian buildings from the
Saljuq period (11th to 12th centuries) and the
Umayyad monuments in the Levant (660–750 AD).
HB, 424p, 129 illus, 9781899828142, $300, 2001

Studies in Persian Art,
Volume I

Studies in Persian Art,
Volume II

by B. W. Robinson

by B. W. Robinson

Over the last forty years, Basil Robinson has
established a reputation as a leading authority on the
art of Persia. This first volume concentrates on Persian
painting. 7 papers examine the general evolution of
painting in Persia from the 14th to the 19th centuries,
mostly preserved in manuscript illumination, with
emphasis on that most characteristic of Persian
manuscripts, the Shah-Nameh, the national epic.
HB, 364p, 312 illus, 9780907132431, $300, 1993

This second volume of Basil Robinson’s Studies
concentrates on Persian manuscript illumination,
beginning with six studies of artists who worked in
this medium. There then follows twenty-two studies
of individual manuscripts, from the fourteenth
century onwards.
HB, 286p, 345 illus, 9780907132448, $300, 1993

Studies in Chinese and
Islamic Art, Volume I

by Ralph Pinder-Wilson

Studies in Byzantine and
Islamic Silk Weaving

Chinese Art

by Anna Muthesius

by Basil Gray

This volume brings together twenty-four of Ralph
Pinder-Wilson’s studies on Islamic art, published
over thirty years. These deal mainly with the
decorative arts – lustre pottery, bronze, jade and
glass – a field in which the author is an eminent
authority.
HB, 344p, 185 illus, 9780907132363, $260, 1985

Basil Gray’s publications on Chinese and Islamic
art have done much to introduce these subjects
to a European public. This first volume deals with
Chinese painting and luxury art.
HB, 286p, 191 illus, 9780907132219, $260, 1985

This volume gathers together and updates Anna
Muthesius’ articles, published over a 20 year period,
on Byzantine and related silks. The articles examine
all aspects of silk production, distribution and use,
including the political, economic, social and religious
significance of silks, and illustrates the impact of silk
weaving on the Eastern Mediterranean before 1200
AD. The figures have also been updated.
HB, 480p, 105 illus, 9780907132936, $300, 1995
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The Art and Architecture of Twelver Shi’ism

Anywhere but Saudi Arabia!

Iraq, Iran and the Indian Sub-Continent

by Kathy Cuddihy

by James W. Allan

Twelver Shi’ism is the dominant faith in southern Iraq and Iran and it has had
a major historical role also in India, in particular in the Deccan and in Lucknow,
but its distinctive art and architecture have received little attention and
seldom appear in books on the arts of the Islamic World. This book attempts
to correct this situation. It looks first at the history of the great Shi’i shrines of
Iran and Iraq, a subject almost completely untouched in the standard works
on Islamic architecture; at the role of Shi’i and, unexpectedly, Sunni (orthodox
Islamic) patronage in their development; at the collecting of relics, and the use
of inscriptions and symbols to identify religious buildings; and at the way in
which different secondary Shi’i religious buildings (e.g. tekiyehs, ashur khanehs
and kerbalas) appeared in Iran and in India. It then turns to the impact of
Shi’ism on the craft industries, highlighting in particular the role of shrines in
promoting art, the likely importance of Shi’ism in the development of Iran’s
steelworking industry, the use of inscriptions to identify objects as Shi’i, and
the rise of figural art to communicate the Shi’i faith – in the arts of the book,
in paintings of the Kerbala drama, and, since the Islamic revolution, on Iranian
banknotes and stamps. Finally it turns to the impact on the art of Shi’ism of the
annual Muharram processions, with their magnificent steel and brass standards
(‘alams), and highlights the syncretism characteristic of Shi’i art and architecture
in the sub-continent.
HB, 9781898592297, $60, Azimuth Editions, 2011

Venetian Butrint
by A. Crowson

In 1386 Butrint, together with the island of Corfu,
was purchased by the Republic of Venice as part of
the all-important trade routes through the Adriatic.
This splendidly illustrated book investigates one of
the most fascinating aspects of European history:
its post-Byzantine structure and the meeting with
the Islamic world.
PB, 96p, 15 b/w & 79 col illus, 9780953555642,
$24, Butrint Foundation, 2007

A History of Muslim Sicily
by Leonard C. Chiarelli

When Bechtel offered Sean Cuddihy a transfer to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia in 1976,
his wife Kathy agreed to go along on one condition: that it was only for two
years. This reluctant commitment turned into a 24-year love affair with Saudi
Arabia and its people. Kathy’s humorous anecdotes of her adventures and
misadventures trace the journey of a country in transition. At times hilarious,
at times shocking, but always honest and entertaining, Kathy’s story is infused
with deep affection for her adopted country.
PB, 300p, 9780956708137, $14.95, Barzipan Publishing, 2012

Alexander Romance in Persia and the East
edited by Richard Stoneman, Kyle Erickson & Ian Richard
Netton

The conflicting views of Alexander the Great in the Middle East in his own time
and the centuries that followed are still reflected in tensions between east and
west today. The Alexander Romance may have become current in Persia as
early as the third century AD and from these beginnings it reached into the
Persian national epic, Shahnameh, into Jewish traditions, and into the Quran
and subsequent Arab romance. The papers in this volume all have the aim of
deepening our understanding of this complex development.
HB, 416p, 9789491431043, $130, Barkhuis, 2012

Ornament and Malta

Padre Ottomano and Malta

edited by Alexander Debono

by Dolores Campoy
& Thomas Freller

An Introduction

This catalogue covers the latest of a series of
international exhibitions staged by Heritage Malta.
The exhibition in Malta includes over one hundred
pieces from the Khalili Collection. Most were made
by, or at the workshop of, Plácido Zuloaga in the
small town of Eibar in northern Spain.
PB, 96p, 9789993273868, $34, Midsea Books,
2011

Medieval to early postmedieval tenements & Middle
Eastern imports
Excavations at Plantation Place,
City of London, 1997–2003

A Story of the 1001 Nights

One of the most enigmatic figures in Malta’s
chequered history was certainly ‘Padre Ottomano’,
alledgedly first born son of Sultan Ibrahim. This
mysterious character and his mother Sultana Zafira
were captured by the Knights of Malta when they
seized a giant galleon on 28th September 1644.
PB, 168p, 9789993270799, $15.75,
Midsea Books, 2006

Traces of Song

Selections from Ancient Arabic
Poetry
by Walid Khazendar

by K. Pitt, L. Blackmore,
T. Dyson & R. Tyson

A study of the period of Muslim Arab rule on the
island from A.D. 827 to the Norman conquest in
A.D. 1070. It is the first detailed study in English
covering the various aspects of this 243-year
period. It incorporates new Arabic sources and
draws upon archaeological studies that hitherto
have not been used.
PB, 441p, 9789993273530, $50,
Midsea Books, 2011

Excavations at Plantation Place provided evidence
for medieval and early post-medieval occupation
of an entire block in the eastern part of the City of
London near the Thames waterfront.
Monograph Series 66
HB, 140p, fully illustrated in color, 9781907586163,
$44, Museum of London Archaeology, NYP – due
2013

This book brings together two of the most
important and fascinating art forms in Arabic
culture: poetry and calligraphic painting. Walid
Khazendar, one of the leading poets in the Arab
world, has selected and translated into English
twenty-five texts and twenty-three quotations from
ancient Arabic poetry.
PB, 130p, col illus throughout, 9780954497552,
$60, St John’s College Research Centre, 2005
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Ordering Information
The David Brown Book Company
20 Main Street, Oakville CT 06779 Phone: 860-945-9329 Fax: 860-945-9468
Email: queries@dbbconline.com
Shipping

Please add (US), $5.00 for the first book and $2.50 for each
additional book; (Canada & Mexico) add $9.00 for the first
book and $7.00 for each additional; (Overseas) add $12.00
for the first book and $10.00 for each additional. US orders
are shipped via UPS, so please include and an institutional
or commercial shipping address if possible.

Booksellers and other Trade Customers

Most of the books in this catalog are available at our normal
trade terms, which will apply to the full list price of the
book. Some titles are only available at short discounts of
20% or 10%.A copy of our discount schedule is available
from Candace Ash.

Libraries and Institutes

We welcome orders direct from libraries and other
organizations and we are pleased to record standing orders
for series and journals. If you have any questions about
this, or our terms of supply, please contact Candace Ash.

Returns Policy
Damaged or Defective Returns

Please call or write to the office. Address for damaged or
defective returns: DBBC c/o Casemate,22883 Quicksilver
Drive, Returns Dept, Dulles VA 20166.Permission required.
Include invoice information. Such claims must be made
within 14 days of receipt. Please indicate whether you
desire replacement or cancellation.

Overstock Returns

Address for overstock returns: DBBC c/o Casemate,22883
Quicksilver Drive, Returns Dept, Dulles VA 20166. No
permission required. Invoice information must accompany
shipment. Returned copies must be clean, saleable, and
carefully packed. The David Brown Book Company retains
the right to final decision in determining the saleability of
returned books. Returns deemed unsaleable will be sent
back to the customer at the customer’s expense.

Period of Eligibility for Returns

Prices

While we have tried to give accurate prices and publication
dates, these are subject to change without notice.

Six months from invoice date. Books must be in saleable
condition, the current edition, and still be available from
the publisher. Superseded editions are not returnable 90
days after publication of new edition.

International Orders

Credit Allowed

Customers outside North America can order many of the
titles in this catalog from our UK office: Oxbow Books,10
Hythe Bridge Street,Oxford,OX1 2EW.Tel:(+44) 1865 241 249
Fax:(+44) 1865 794 449 Email:oxbow@oxbowbooks.com

Full credit will be given at the price and discount of the
customer’s last purchase of each title returned. Credit
balances are to be used for future purchase only.

Examination Copy Policy

Contaction Information:
Jennifer Tanz, Marketing Manager
jennifer.tanz@dbbcdist.com
Crystal Gagnon,
Marketing Executive and Conference Coordinator
crystal@dbbcdist.com
Michaela Goff, Marketing Executive
michaela@dbbcdist.com
Jim Drenning, Operations Director
jim.drenning@dbbcdist.com
Rajni Varsani, Accounts Manager
rajni.varsani@casematepublishers.com

If you would like to consider a book for classroom use,
you may request an exam copy agreeing to the following
terms: You will be billed at a 20% academic discount, plus
shipping charges, payable after 90 days unless we receive
verification that you have adopted the book. If you do not
adopt the book, you may return it for credit within 90 days
or purchase it at a 20% discount for your own use. Please
send your request to Crystal Gagnon, specifying your
institution, intended course, projected enrolment and the
dates the class will be taught.

Review Copy Requests

Please submit your request to Crystal Gagnon, specifying
the publication that will be reviewing the book.

Candace Ash, Customer Service Associate
candace@dbbcdist.com
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